SAINIK SCHOOL KALIKIRI
LE ARN TO LE AD

(CBSE AFFIL : 18OO19)

CDT T KALYAN CHAKRAVARTHY, Roll. No.18, ushered in a new era in the
annals of Sainik School Kalikiri history by joining in National Defence
Academy on 10 Sep 2021. He was the first cadet of the school to
achieve this outstanding accomplishment. Cdt Kalyan had cleared the
Computerized Pilot Selection System Test (CPSS Test) and got eligibility
for Indian Air Force flying branch. Since his childhood, Cdt Kalyan is
passionate about joining the Armed Forces for serving the nation. He is
an all-rounder and very much popular among his friends for his helping
nature, camaraderie, and true sportsmanship. He never loses his temper
despite heated arguments with his friends during group discussions
which might be one of the reasons for his success. Though he was not
much known to all now he has become a true meaning of success. Born
and brought up in Hyderabad, this city guy is smart and a dapper young
man who seems to be sluggish but in the right place at the right time he
shows his mettle. His dream of donning an Air Force uniform has now
become a reality and we pray that his successful journey will become a
guiding path for next batches to emulate. His proud parents, T Srinivas
and T Chandrika are happy with their elder son’s success and are hopeful
that their younger one, Cdt T Sumeeth Priyadarshini studying Class XI
here, will also earn a niche like his brother. Maj Gen R K Singh, GOC
TASA and Chairman LBA, and the entire SSKAL fraternity congratulated
the cadet on his success and wished him to scale greater heights in the
years to come.
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PRAYER
Oh Lord, each morning when we come to school
Bless us with a successful day
Bless our teachers one and all
And all our friends both big and small.
Bless our parents whose love we share
And keep them always in your care.
We thank thee, dearest Lord
For this morning with its light,
For rest and shelter of the night,
For health and food, for love and friends.
Now guide me through another day
When at School and when at play,
And keep me safe from all evils.

May I cherish noble thoughts
May I do all things I ought
Enlighten our minds
Strengthen our memories
And direct our wills to do what is right.
Oh God, Grant us courage to seek truth
And make us truly wise, by leading us
From darkness to light.
May all in the world be happy,
May they be healthy
May they be comfortable
And never miserable.
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ABOUT US
SAINIK SCHOOL KALIKIRI is the twenty fifth school
established in the country and the second in Andhra Pradesh.
Established in the year 2014, it is a fully residential school for boys
and affiliated to Central Board of Secondary Education. A Local Board
of Administration oversees the overall administration of the school and
ensures implementation of policies laid down by the Board of Governors
from time to time. General Officer Commanding, Telangana & Andhra Sub
Area, Secunderabad is the Chairman of Local Board of Administration of the
School. Though located in a less rainfall area, the sprawling greenery and the
chain of mountains around the school is indeed a blessing for the cadets to grow
hale and hearty. Its immaculate setting in a countryside area enables the cadets
to live peacefully, remain active and to be in the pink of condition. The world class
infrastructure makes the school one of the premier schools in the country and in fact
the school is a boon to the people of Andhra Pradesh in general and to the people
of Rayalaseema in particular. The qualified faculty is oriented into the child-centric
way of teaching and is in fact partners in your child’s prog ress – the ideal mentor,
friend and guide. We view parents as an integral part of the child’s journey, and
encourage feedback on their child’s progress from time to time.
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MOTTO

The School Motto ‘Nethum Samudhyathaha’ (Learn to Lead) encompasses
our core values and our promise to lead our child cadet in every step of
the way.

VISION

Sainik School Kalikiri envisions itself a world class reputed organization
in school education committed to continually empowering masters to
actualize inside out synergy in cadets and enable them to fulfill futuristic
need of the defence services in a way of preparing them for the task and
promoter as a feeder institution to the defence academies and other
elite services.

MISSION

To pursue excellence and set the pace in the field of education and
training. To initiate and promote wellbeing among cadets to achieve
exacting standards of discipline, moral and ethical values and for
emphasizing all round development of cadets by making them selfreliant, physically tough, mentally agile and emotionally poised.

CREST
A flaming torch denoting knowledge encircled
with a ribbon of letter SSKAL embedded on a
shield.

SCHOOL FLAG
The School flag comprises two colours - steel
grey and maroon. Steel grey stands for grit and
determination. Maroon indicates sacrifice, strength
and bravery.
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THE CADET’S HONOUR CODE
As a cadet of Sainik School Kalikiri,

• I Shall not lie, steal or cheat or tolerate those
who do.
• Shall not do anything selfish or mean, including
letting down a colleague for self-interest.
• Shall not by any action or omission, bring the
name of the school into disrepute.
• Shall accept my responsibility voluntarily.
• Shall always be courteous to my teachers.
• Shall respect senior cadets and treat younger
cadets with consideration.
• Shall always uphold the honour of the school.
• Shall keep myself as well as my surroundings
clean.
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MESSAGE
CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
1. Greetings to Sainik School Kalikiri for publishing their annual magazine “Eagle” for the Academic Year
2020-21.
2. It gives me immense pleasure to see that the school has achieved 100% results in CBSE Class X Board
Exams second time in a row. It is heartening to learn that 10 cadets had qualified in their maiden UPSC
NDA and INA 2020 written exam, out of which one cadet has successfully cleared the SSB. However, I
would like the Principal and faculty members to take pro-active actions to ensure more number of cadets
qualify for NDA in the coming years. I am sanguine that the present class XII batch will perform in a
manner that they are able to get into professional Colleges of excellence and create a good record for the
School as the first graduating class from Sainik School Kalikiri.
3. Sainik School Kalikiri is rendering remarkable service to the Nation by imparting quality education to the
cadets hailing from different strata of the society. As Chairman of the Local Board of Administration, I feel
satisfied to see the exponential growth of the school in all dimensions in such a short period of its creation.
4. Induction of girl cadets in Sainik School Kalikiri is a dawn of new era for Andhra Pradesh. I am sanguine
that girl cadets will strive hard to join the Indian Armed Forces and become an inspiration to the subsequent
batches to emulate.
5. With the induction of four horses and development of quality infrastructure for Equestrian Training Area
I am glad to learn that the school will commence its Equestrian Training in the current Academic Year. I
wish all cadets will make the best use of this extra ordinarily unique facility and hone their riding skills.
6. With persistent efforts of the School Management, NCC vacancies for Junior and Senior Divisions have
been granted to the School last year. I expect all NCC cadets to participate in training activities of the
NCC within and outside the State. I wish to see many more NCC cadets participating in National level
competitions and parades.
7. My Compliments to the Principal, Staff and cadets of Sainik School Kalikiri for their dedication, enthusiasm
and perseverance. I wish everyone all the very best for their future endeavour and am sanguine that the
vision of the School ‘Learn to Lead’ comes to fruition in the coming years.
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MESSAGE

The journey of humanity through the interminably gloomy tunnel created by a virus
gone berserk has been harrowing and even heartrending. But there is finally a glimmer of
light at the end. New hope awakens at the dawn of what appears to be a life full of hidden
possibilities and renewed promise.
While we have been leading a confined existence for over a year, it taught us the
value of family, hygiene and exercise, self reliance and of course the power of the internet,
which in the school scenario, ironically reiterated the primacy of the teacher in a revised
role.
The single most reason why the teacher will never get wiped away like the chalk
marks on the blackboard is the role she or he plays in finding the right spark in each of the
students and in guiding and encouraging them as per her or his special abilities,
something which no one else including parents would be better placed to do. Yes,
teachers were at one time foster parents, especially in a gurukul environment, nurturing
and raising the child to be educated and human and well prepared to deal with the real
challenges of life. While today parents and the media have to a great extent tried to fill the
gaps in the learning process- as we particularly realised during the lockdown, will they
ever be able to replace the teacher in a classroom? Google or YouTube can be your guru
who uncomplainingly dispel your doubts regarding facts and figures, but who is the one
who cares for the child when her or his spirit cowers? Who, besides igniting ideas, holds
up an ideal for all the youngsters to see and seek? Who brings out the best side of the
student and turns that coveted spotlight which not only presents the girl or boy in an
admirable avatar but also lets the child bask in that all important two minutes of glory and
pride which like a life-buoy would keep the esteem afloat all one’s existence and make
her/ him indebted to that selfless savior forever, like we are to the masters of our
generation, who held our hand and led us out of darkness.
Compliments to the editorial team for putting this magazine together, despite being
dramatis personae in perhaps the most traumatic and tumultuous chapter in our lifetime.
Wishing Principal, Staff, Students and Families a creditable score in all performance
parameters, most of all- health.
Jai Hind !
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PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE
It gives me immense pleasure yet again to pen down
a few more words for our school annual magazine
“Eagle 2020-21”. Like every year, this year also, Sainik
School Kalikiri had published its annual school
magazine, “Eagle”. However, keeping in tune with the
pandemic scenario, “Eagle 2020-21” was published as
an e-magazine. It gives me great joy to meet you all
through this E-magazine - a great way to communicate
and be creative.
Education is not just about the subjects that are
learned and taught in school. Becoming educated
is not restricted to being in school alone. It is a
lifelong exercise that can be experienced anywhere.
Coronavirus has changed our life including our school
system, and e-learning has emerged as the best way of
imparting education. Our homes have become schools
and parents have become teachers too. Unbelievable!
But it’s a fact we have to live with now and invariably.
Educating, nurturing, and grooming our cadets into
the finest human beings even they are not available
at the school is the sole aim of the school. With this
noble aim, many initiatives have been taken to make
this lockdown meaningful and fruitful for our young
cadets. Technology was used extensively to bridge the
gap between the teacher and the taught. Necessary
electrical gadgets were procured for the effective
teaching-learning process.
Online training classes for UPSC NDA/INA exams
were conducted by teachers, officers, and erstwhile
officers of the school. Guest lectures were also
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scheduled to benefit the cadets. Regular parentteacher meetings were organized to update the cadets’
academic progress. Extra classes were conducted to
help slow learners. Along with these, Co-curricular
activities were also conducted online for the overall
personality development of the cadets. The dedicated
staff is relentlessly working for cadets’ holistic
development by encouraging and organizing various
online activities.
Their passion, dedication, commitment, and hard
work yielded a rich harvest in the academic year 202021. 21 cadets cleared their UPSC NDA/INA written
exams and got recommended for SSB interviews.
Cdt Kalyan Chakravarthy made the school proud by
joining the National Defence Academy, and he is the
first cadet to achieve this accomplishment. Two cadets
bagged the prestigious Sainikian Mathematics Contest
2021, which is the testimony of both the cadets and
teachers hard work and dedication. With this kind of
staff and cadets, I am sanguine the school will soar
to new heights and success in all its endeavors in the
impending years.
On the occasion of the release of the 07th issue of the
annual magazine ‘Eagle 2020-21’, I congratulate the
entire editorial team for their innovation, hard work,
and dedication to publishing this magazine despite
the pandemic crises.
Happy Reading!!
Jai Hind!!
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THE

PRINCIPAL’S
ANNUAL REPORT
HHH

Dear Readers
It gives me immense pleasure to present you the annual report of
Sainik School Kalikiri for the academic year 2020-21. I am happy to
apprise you all how the Aim and Vision of the Sainik Schools Society,
Ministry of Defence, New Delhi, has materialized positively in the
day to day working of our school in the voyage of the discovery of
excellence in the field of education. There have been many changes at
the school this year in terms of teaching-learning process, professional
development of the staff and infrastructural developments. The
challenges and limitations of the Covid-19 were dealt with in an
effective manner. Though this type of situation is new for all, but we
must try our best to get habituated with this new normal.
The school strives to keep the Vision, Mission and Motto as its centre
stage of Academic & Training Philosophy. Academic Excellence
is not just an aim here; it is but the way of life. A robust and firm
academic foundation is given to the cadets so that they excel in each
and every sphere of life. Other training activities like CCA and NCC
were also conducted which were force multipliers in molding these
young individuals as global citizens with patriotism at their inner
core. Many officers and staff have put in lot of dedicated efforts in
nurturing and grooming this nascent school. There is no doubt in
saying that because of their consistent efforts, meticulous planning
and passion, the school has carved out a niche among others and
stands tall among its clan - spreads from Kashmir to Kanyakumari
and Kutch to Arunachal Pradesh. I take this opportunity to express
my gratitude to all those good people for developing the school as
a Center of Excellence. All the events happened in the last academic
year are reported in the following paragraphs.
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ONLINE
EDUCATI N

The Covid -19 pandemic has forced educators to transform their lessons to online versions in
short span of time. Our teachers had to change to online teaching, requiring them to use various
digital tools and resources and implement new approaches to teaching and learning. I am grateful
to have such wonderful team of teachers. They stood up and made the pandemic into a successful
and fruitful academic year. The AY 2020 – 2021, faced a very challenging time which brought the
world to a complete halt with the Corona pandemic and with lockdown all over the Nation. This
isolation was unique and unprecedented event in our lives. It had become imperative to stay at
home and we had to decide as to how meaningfully we could utilize our time. In these hard times,
we had to maintain positivity and high morale. We all had faced a completely unprecedented
crisis due to the spread of coronavirus all around the world. However, this time had taught us
how to build foundations of resilience to face difficult events in future. We made use technology
for effective teaching-learning to happen. All the necessary gadgets like latest ergonomic pen
tabs and headsets with enhancement of internet bandwidth facility were facilitated for the
effective SSKALLIVE online live classes that kickstarted from the month of April itself. As per the
plan, we began our new academic session from 1st April 2020 itself. The school created login
credentials for each cadet student so that they get access to the online platform. The credentials
were provided through WhatsApp. A timetable was prepared to conduct the Teaching learning
process smoothly. Links of the textbooks were provided. Regular meetings were conducted with
the parents to understand the effectiveness of online teaching learning process.

ONLINE
PARENT TEACHER
MEETING
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All the exams were conducted online to assess
whether the learning objectives are achieved or
not. The various tests assigned in the form of
Google forms gave an analysis of the performance
of the class. The following examinations were
conducted for classes VI to XII:

SCHEDULE
Mid Term Exam (online)
VI to XII Classes
07 Nov to 18 Nov 2020
Retest Mid Term Exam (online)
VI to XII Classes
31 Dec 2020 to 16 Jan 21
Post Mid Term Exam (Online)
VI to XII Classes
02 Jan to 18 Jan 21
Pre-Board-I Examination (Physical)
X & XII Classes
01 Mar to 06 Mar 21
Centralized Annual Examination (Physical)
IX & XI Classes
15 Mar to 27 Mar 21
Pre-Board – II Examination (Physical)
X & XII Classes
22 Mar to 27 Mar 21
Annual Examination (Online)
VI to VIII Classes
08 Mar to 19 Mar 21
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MAIDEN UPSC NDA & INA 146 RESULTS

Ten cadets of the school have cleared their first-ever UPSC NDA & INA 2020 exam
conducted on 06 Sep 2020. Though the pandemic has adversely affected the effective
physical classes teaching, nevertheless no stone was left unturned in training the
cadets to come out with flying colors in their maiden effort. The efforts of the cadets
coupled with the meticulous and apt guidance of the staff and officers reaped rich
harvest in the maiden attempt.
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S. Name of Cadet
SSB Location
1 R.E. Bhargav
Bhopal
2 G.Sandeep
Bhopal
3 M.Hitesh Chandra Bengaluru
4 Pankaj Kumar
Bengaluru
5 Krishna Kumar
Mysuru
6 K Kalyan Chakravarthy Varanasi
7 Ambuj Kumar
Bhopal
8 G.Vasanth Varahala Bengaluru
9 M.Jyoteeshwara
Bengaluru
10 Abhilash
Bengaluru

Results
Screened Out
Conf Out
Screened Out
Conf Out
Screened Out
Joined NDA
Conf Out
Conf Out
Conf Out
Conf Out

UPSC NDA/INA 147 RESULTS

Eleven cadets have cleared the UPSC NDA/INA (I)
147 Exam conducted on 18 Apr 2021. Online classes
are being conducted regularly by the teachers and
officers. Experts are being invited to share their
knowledge. Online interactions are being conducted
by the Principal and the First Lady Cdr Minakshi Sahay
(Retd). The previous Vice Principals are also sharing
their experiences with the cadets during online
sessions conducted on weekly basis.
S. Name of Cadet
1 B Uday Sai Reddy
2 M Hitesh Chandra
3 Saurabh Kumar
4 Pankaj Kumar
5 G Sandeep Kumar
6 Krishna Kumar
7 P Paswan
8 R E Bhargav
9 MR Saipavan Reddy
10 Kalim Akthar
11 G Vasanth Varahala

SSB Location Results
Varanasi
Screened Out
Recommended but TR
Allahabad
NSB Vizag Conf Out
Allahabad
Screened Out
Allahabad
Screened Out
Gandhinagar Conf Out
Bhopal
Screened Out
Bhopal
Conf Out
Allahabad
Screened Out
Bhopal
Conf Out
Recommended but TR
Allahabad
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All Co-curricular activities including the
list of activities issued by CBSE have
been conducted by the school virtually
to improve the skills of the cadets. The
series of activities like micro revision
and extra classes, multiple preboards, online year-end examination,
dispatching study materials to the
cadets, uploading study material on
revamped school website, posting
regular homework to the cadets
through WhatsApp groups in absence
of regular classes and all other possible
activities were conducted for the
benefit of the cadets. All cadets were
encouraged by the teachers to take part
in all online competitions organized by
the school.
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Cadet B Sriram and Cadet Gagan Adithya of
class VIII recently brought laurels to the school
by winning Sainikian Mathematics Contest
2021 among all Sainik Schools conducted by
Sainik School Pungalwa on 16 Feb 2021. Brig
PK Sharma, Inspecting Officer, Sainik Schools
Society, Ministry of Defence, Govt of India
declared the results through Microsoft Team.

The team behind the success

ACTI ITIES

TRIUMPH IN SAINIKIAN
MATHEMATICS CONTEST 2021

UPDATED WEBSITE

The school launched its updated school website on 06 Feb 2021. This revamped website is more user friendly and interactive, easy to navigate and a
rich repository of various information show casing the school in a positive lime light, which is secured through Secure Socket Layer (SSL).

AISSEE 2021

All India Sainik School Entrance Examination -2021 for admission into Sainik Schools was organised
PAN India on 07 Feb 2021 coordinated and conducted by NTA, Sainik Schools Society and
Sainik School Kalikiri. The coordination conference covering all aspects of conduct of exam was
conducted on 05/06 Feb 2021 in the auditorium. The initial merit list of written Test was declared
on 03 Apr 2021 and subsequently cadets were called for Medical Examination at Govt Hospital, Pileru.
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20th, April 2021

CHATLA MARY BABU
SAINIK SCHOOL KALIKIRI

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

Teachers have registered for various online teacher training programmes conducted
by NCERT and CBSE. They participated in the following online training programmes:
(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)
C/4890

16 Teacher Training Modules on DIKSHA Platform conducted by CBSE and
Sainik Schools Society, Ministry of Defence, Govt. of India.
Teacher Training Programmes conducted by CBSE Training Portal.

“Technology For Blended Learning” jointly organized by CBSE and Google for
Education.

“Competency Based Education” conducted by NCERT and CBSE on DIKSHA
Platform.
“Experiential Learning” conducted by NCERT and CBSE on DIKSHA Platform

13/08/2020

Chatla Mary Babu
Sainik School Kalikiri Post Chittoor Dt Ap

13/08/2020

11:00-12:00

Learning - Styles

Panchkula
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GUEST LECTURES

No stone was left unturned in facilitating the
cadets of Class XII to perform well in their
UPSC NDA/INA 2020. Accordingly, a guest
lecture via video conference was organized on
13 Jul 2020. Flt Lt Susheel Kumar of Air Force
Station, Bengaluru was the resource person. He
motivated the cadets by sharing his anecdotes.
He threw light on various opportunities available
in the Indian Armed Forces with special reference
to Indian Air Force. He advised the cadets not
to panic about SSB and asked them to imbibe
certain effective techniques to breeze through
the interviews. The young officer through his
crispy yet effective session enlightened the
cadets about the nuances of the Indian Air Force
and advised them to strive hard to get entry into
the Indian Armed Forces to lead a satisfied and
fruitful life.

GUEST LECTURE BY BRIG REDDY
Brigadier Reddy, OSD to GOC, Telangana and
Andhra Sub Area (TASA) organized an online
motivational lecture for the ten cadets, who
were selected for SSB, on 22 Nov 2020. He
enlightened the cadets about the ins and outs of
the SSB and offered them valuable suggestions
to come out with flying colours in the selection
procedure. The Offg Principal moderated the
session.
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SSB TRAINING
With an aim to enable the 10 potential aspirants of the school with knowledge, attitude, skills, and
behavioural competencies required to crack the SSB, online live interactive sessions were commenced
from 23 Nov 2020. The Falcon Defence Academy conducted the online sessions. The online training was
provided to help cadets develop their self-confidence by making them understand the nuances of SSB and
enhance their ability to perform well to meet the desired expectations.

GUEST LECTURE BY GP CAPT. ALLAM PRABHAKAR
Gp Capt Allam Prabhakar (Retd.) Interviewing Officer, delivered guest lectures for the ten SSB cadets in
the academic block from 27 Jan to 31 Jan 2021. The resource person offered suggestions to the cadets to
help them come out with flying colours from the SSB interviews.
He interacted with the faculty members of English and Maths and advised them to fine tune the cadets
from class VI onwards to reach the SSB standards.
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PARIKSHA PE CHARCHA
Pariksha Pe Charcha program by hon’ble PM was
organized for the board classes on 07 apr 2021 in the
school auditorium.
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MANODARPAN LIVE
WEBINAR
Staff and cadets watched the live
webinar on ‘Dealing with Exam Stress
and Anxiety’ on NCERT Official YouTube
Channel in the school auditorium on 26
Mar 2021. The webinar was hosted by
Manodarpan, an initiative of Ministry of
Education for psychosocial support and
mental well-being of students.

NCC “A” CERTIFICATE EXAM
NCC “A” Certificate Exam for the cadets
of Class IX was conducted on the school
campus on 10 Mar 2021. 96 cadets
appeared for the exam. The Offg Principal
administered the exam proceedings, and
T/O Jagdish Babu, NCC ANO, coordinated
the arrangements. The personnel from
29 (A) Bn, NCC Tpty conducted the exam.
The exam was conducted as per Covid-19
protocols.
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FIT INDIA SCHOOL WEEK
Recognizing the vital role of the schools in spreading the awareness
on fitness and implementation across the country, CBSE directed
all schools to observe the virtual activities for Fit India School Week
Celebrations 2020. Sainik School Kalikiri took to the virtual platform to
enthusiastically organize the activities from 07/12/2020 - 12/12/2020
to spread the message of fitness thus enhancing self-esteem and
confidence among the staff and the cadets.

CERTIFICATE OF RECOGNITION OF
‘FIT INDIA SCHOOL’
It is a matter of great privilege and honour to announce that CBSE
has conferred the LOGO & Certificate of Recognition of ‘FIT INDIA
SCHOOL’ to the school for actively participating in ‘Fit India School
Week’. The certificate was issued by Government of India Ministry of
Youth Affairs and Sports.
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Virtual Assembly

Freehand Exercises Fun and
Fitness Activities

Day

1

Virtual Assembly

Common Yoga Practices
For Cadets And Staff

Motivational Lectures on
“Re-Strengthening of the Mind
Post-Pandemic

Day

2

Day

Poster Making
Competition

3

“Hum Fit Toh India Fit” (OR)
“New India Fit India”

Common Yoga Practices For
Cadets And Staff
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Activities

(i) Debate for Classes X to XII
(ii) Essay Writing Competition for
classes VIII & IX
(iii) Poem Writing Competition for
classes VI to VII
TOPIC : “Fitness beats pandemic”

Day

4

Competition

Online Quiz Competition on Fitness
and Sports for classes IX to XII

Motivational Lectures on
“Re-Strengthening of the Mind
Post-Pandemic
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Day

5

Sports & Fitness

Day

6

Organizing creativity using homebased equipment for sports & fitness
among the cadets, teachers & parents
within home.
i. Hacky sack at home
(jugging with feet hand warmup
activities)
ii. Aluminum foil inside a socket ball
and any wooden piece bat to play
cricket.
iii. Mosquito bat and T.T ball to play
badminton/ tennis.

LBA MEETINGS
Local Board of Administration (LBA) meeting
was conducted twice in the academic year
through Video Conference in view of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Major General RK
Singh, General Officer Commanding,
Telangana & Andhra Sub Area and
Chairman, LBA chaired the meetings. The
Chairman complimented the school for
enhancing academic standards for the
benefit of cadets. He also complemented
the efforts of the school for organising
the centralized examination for classes XI
and IX including the pre-boards for classes
X & XII, properly monitoring 400 cadets
during Feb to Apr 2021 with all COVID-19
safety and protocols in place and intact.
Other points pertaining to academics,
administration and infrastructure were
discussed in the meetings. All the LBA
members were in attendance.
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PARENT MEMBER
ELECTION

PARENT TEACHER
MEETINGS

Parent member election was
conducted online on 07 Oct 2020.
A committee of four members
was constituted for organizing
the election. Google Form was
promulgated during the virtual
conference to collect the votes
of the parents. A total of 179
parents took part in the voting,
and Shri Y Adithyananth, F/o Cdt
Y Gagan Adithya Reddy (453),
secured 103 votes and emerged
the new parent member.

Parent Teacher Meetings were
conducted twice in the academic
year. The first one on 22 Nov
2020 and the second on 13 Feb
2021. Parents were apprised
about their wards’ academic
performance,
attendance
in ongoing online classes,
assignments and fee particulars.
They were also advised to keep
track of their wards online and
academic activities.

ARRIVAL OF HORSES
With the arrival of four horses (cast and sale), the school achieved yet
another milestone in its six years of fruitful journey. The entry of
the four imposing stallions satiated the greatly looked-for facility,
and made the young SS Kalikiri compete with its age-old clan
across the country. The school administration’s continuous
liaison with RTS & D, Hempur, Uttharkhand made the longcherished dream a reality, for the facility amplifies cadets’
fanaticism to join the Indian Armed Forces. The school
has embarked upon this facility with an aim to teach
patience, discipline, understanding, empathy,
compassion, self-control, and dedication to
the cadets.
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Covid 19

TOUCHLESS
SANITIZER
DISPENSERS AND
FUMIGATION

Preventive Measures
PRINCIPAL’S SPECIAL
MEETING
An all-staff meeting to discuss the
Covid-19 situation and review the
safety measures was conducted in
the school auditorium on 10 Jun
2020. The meeting was chaired
by the Principal Capt (IN) Vikrant
Kishore. All the staff was advised
to follow the preventive measures
in true letter and spirit to keep
themselves and their family safe,
remain healthy and keep the virus
at bay. The meeting was conducted
as per the Covid-19 safety
precautions.

Touchless sanitizer dispensers
were fitted in academic and
admin blocks entrance and
at the school main gate.
Fumigation was carried out on
regular basis. Along with this
the staff is advised to follow
all the laid down procedures
religiously to keep them safe.

DUTY STAFF
DISTRIBUTION

Many preventive and safety measures
were planned and executed to
contain the spread of Covid-19
in campus. Duty Staff Distribution
(DSD) was initiated for a safe and
centralized reception and distribution
of ration for staff. The DSD received
and distributed the rations to the staff
with the support of QM and mess/
security staff by following certain
safe and precautionary measures,
practices and drills in letter and
spirit. The Principal/Vice Principal/
Adm Officer also monitored the
arrival and distribution of the ration
along with the DSD. All the received
items were kept for quarantine for a
minimum of 24 hrs.
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RT- PCR TESTS FOR
STAFF AND OFFICERS
RT - PCR testes were carried out
for all the members of the staff and
officers on 27 Apr 2021. Tests were
conducted in school’s auditorium
batch-wise following all the
Covid-19 protocols. The premises
were sanitised and fumigated after
every batch finished its tests. The
tests were conducted at no cost
with the personal intervention of
Dr Siva Prasad, spouse of School
Medical Officer Dr Hima Bindu.

CLOSING DOWN
OF SCHOOL AND
TRANSIT OF CADETS

As the number of Covid-19 positive
cases is terrifyingly increasing and to
prevent the further spread of the virus on
the campus, it was decided to close the
school from 24 Apr 2021. For the cadets,
whose parents were unable to pick up
them due to night curfews and other
border issues, the school shouldered the
responsibility of conveyance. The school
hired the APSRTC buses and private
vehicles on war footing basis to send
cadets to hometowns, railways stations,
bus stations and airports. School staff
accompanied the cadets to coordinate
with the parents en route to Hyderabad
and other places. Parents appreciated
the school administration for sending
their wards safely to them.

COVID VACCINATION
FOR OFFICERS, STAFF
AND FAMILY
A mass Vaccination drive was carried out
for the officers, staff and family members
available on the campus on 28 May
2021 and 13 Jul 2021 against COVID-19.
Batch-wise Vaccination (Covishield
was carried out in school/’s MI Room
following all the Covid-19 protocols. The
premises were sanitized and fumigated
after every batch finished its vaccination.
The vaccination was carried out with
the personal intervention of Dr Hima
Bindu, School Medical Officer and Mrs
T Dhakshayani, Nursing Assistant of
the school coordinated through District
Medical and Health Organisation DMHO)
and supported by Administrative Officer
and the entire Team - SSKAL.
SAINIK SCHOOL KALIKIRI
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Installation of CCTV cameras around
parameter wall & campus

Cold storage & central air cooling at
Cadet’s kitchen mess

Providing water tanks at staff quarters
(Phase-I)

Providing Modular Kitchen cupboards
for Staff Quarters (Phase-I)

Providing furniture and other
accessories for two staff rooms

Installation of pyramid type dome on
cadets’ mess

Installation of LED street lights in the
campus

Installation of language lab at
Academic Block

Installation of 10 Interactive Panels at
the classrooms

SAINIK SCHOOL KALIKIRI

MAJOR INFRASTRUCTURAL
DEVELOPMENTS
Developing infrastructure in the school campus is
a regular feature. Many projects were competed
during the reporting year to enhance the
aesthetic sense of the school.
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CONCLUSION
Our emphasis is to provide an encouraging environment, which facilitates
the cadets to realize their full potential in the academic and extra-curricular
field and broaden a sense of discipline, good moral character, and values of
tolerance, fair play, compassion, integrity and fortitude to evolve all round
personality of our cadets. We are committed to producing good and useful
citizen to lead the country. The committed staff and the entire school are
putting their all-out efforts to make this nascent school best for the cadets
and the staff by creating suitable environment.
I take this opportunity to thank all the staff of the school for their hard work
and cooperation during the pandemic crises. I also take this opportunity to
express my deep gratitude to Maj Gen R K Singh, GOC TASA and Chairman,
Local Board of Administration for his continuous guidance and support. I wish
this pandemic era ends soon, so that all classes can be conducted physically
for efficient learning, via traditional/real classes and exams.
Thank you
Jai Hind!!

Layout of the school
Satellite view
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FIRST BATCH OF GIRL CADETS 2020-21

Cdt M Bhaswa Sree

Cdt G Ashwini

Cdt Delisha

Cdt Prerna Kumari

Cdt M V Sai Manasa

Cdt P Nyshitha

Roll. No: 630
Class: VI

Roll. No: 666
Class: VI

Cdt G Vasavi
Roll. No: 678
Class: VI

Roll. No: 610
Class: VI

Roll. No: 657
Class: VI

Roll. No: 658
Class: VI

Roll. No: 672
Class: VI

Cdt R Bhavana

Cdt G Satvika

(Day Scholar)

(Day Scholar)

Roll. No: 680
Class: VI

Roll. No: 682
Class: VI

Meet the first girl cadet’s
batch who are going to
catch up with boys...
SAINIK SCHOOL KALIKIRI
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Capt (IN) Vikrant Kishore
Principal

Lt Col S K Mahapatro, SM
Vice Principal

AT THE HELM
OF AFFAIRS
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Maj Pankaj Sharma
Administrative Officer

Mr Swarup Kundu
Senior Master

Department of

TELUGU

Department of

CHEMISTRY

SAINIK SCHOOL KALIKIRI ACADEMIC STAFF

Mr T Chiranjeevi, TGT

Mr C Shaffe Bhasha, TGT

Mr Ravi Manoj Ingale, TGT

Mr Guguloth Sreekanth, PGT

Mr KM Hari Prasad, TGT

Mr Sandipan Santra, PGT

Mr E Mallikarjuna Reddy, PGT Mrs GLN Rohini, TGT

Mr T Chaitanya, PGT

Mr Amiteshwardayal Tiwari, PGT

Mr Swarup Kundu, PGT

Mr Turlapati Prasad, PGT

Mr Avisek Chakraborty, TGT

Mr NVKS Sarma, TGT

Mr K Swamy Nath, TGT

Mr Santosh Kumar Mahapatra, TGT

Mrs P Madhavi, PGT

Ms T Vidya Lakshmi, TGT

Mr Velpula Harinath,
Lab Assistant

Mr Anoop VS, PGT

Mr Jagadish Babu, TGT

Mr Murari Govindarajulu,
Lab Assistant

Department of
Mr D Rukutty, TGT

Mr B Lokeswara Raju,
Lab Assistant

COUNSELLER

LIBRARY

Mr V Bheemachari, TGT

Mrs G Priyadharsini,
Librarian

Department of

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

ART

CRAFT

Department of

Department of

PHYSICS

Department of

Mr Y Ramakrishna, TGT

Department of

Department of

Department of

MATHEMATICS

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Mr Chatla Mary Babu, TGT Mrs Savitha Kadankotte, TGT

Mr B Erappa, TGT

Mrs Tejaswini,
Counseller

APTC

ENGLISH

BIOLOGY

Department of

Department of

HINDI

Department of

SOCIAL SCIENCE

Mr V Mahammed Aslam, TGT

Ms Anitha, PTI

L/Nk Lingoji
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MI
ROOM

MAIN
OFFICE

SAINIK SCHOOL KALIKIRI ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

Mr G Siva Kumar
LDC

Mr Mohana Bale
Accountant

Mr C Balaramaiah
UDC

Mrs V Rajitha
LDC

Mrs P Lavanya
LDC

Mr G Srishailam
UDC (Stores)

Mr M Yellappa
LDC

Mr R Ashok Kumar Reddy

Mr A Vema Sekhar Naidu

SCHOOL
STAFF

ACCOUNTS
SECTION
CADETS
MESS
Mr T Manikandan
Mess Manager

Mr T Chaitanya, PGT
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Mr P Imran
LDC

Dr R M Himabindu,
School Medical Officer

QUARTER
MASTER SECTION

Mrs K Subbalakshmi
Office Superintendent
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Mr Amiteshwardayal Tiwari, PGT

Mr D Rukutty, TGT

Mr B Lokeswara Raju,
Lab Assistant

Mr K Ganesh
LDC

Mrs Dhakshayini
Nursing Assistant

SAINIK SCHOOL KALIKIRI GENERAL EMPLOYEES

Mr Rajiv Mahto

Mr E Chalapathi
Skilled (Electrician)

Mr K Someswar
Skilled (Carpenter)

Mr V Naresh Kumar Reddy
Skilled (Baker)

Mr P Nagaraju

Mr G Ramesh

Mr B Armugam

Mr C Jaya Kumar

Mr A Mahesh

Mr A Ramanaiah

Mr G Muralidhar Rao

Mr J Ganesh

Mr N Santosh
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GODAVARI
HOUSE
Breed Royalty
Bleed Loyalty
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Pictures

a trip down memory lane through

House Masters
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KRISHNA
HOUSE
Victory with
Velocity
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Pictures

a trip down memory lane through

House Masters
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PENNA
HOUSE
Determination
to Destination
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Pictures

a trip down memory lane through

House Masters
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TUNGABHADRA
HOUSE
We Want
We Can
We Will
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Pictures

a trip down memory lane through

House Masters
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Public Speaking Activity

In order to enhance the communication
skills of 137 other state cadets (ex- Delhi,
Bihar, UP and Maharashtra/Pune) who were
stranded in the school campus due to the
sudden announcement of Janata Curfew on
21 Mar 2020, the Principal Capt (IN) Vikrant
Kishore initiated the public speaking activity,
which was conducted in the presence of
Duty Master of the day, Principal/Vice
Principal/Adm Officer after dinner in the
Katari Cadets’ Mess. During this activity,
four cadets, one from each house, had
spoken on a topic of their choice, and other
four cadets summarized the speeches. At
the end, the Principal/Vice Principal/Adm
Officer gave their suggestions/feedback to
the cadets. This initiative helped the cadets
to improve their public speaking skills.
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Prayer Meeting

With an intention to improve spiritual practice, enhance chanting the Name of God and
bring Divine help during the pandemic, prayer meeting was introduced from 01 Apr 2020
onwards. The entire SSKAL fraternity prays by staying in their homes in evening times.

TRANSIT OF CADETS TO

THEIR HOMETOWNS

Due to the outbreak of the COVID-19, the school was
closed on 19 Mar 2020 following the orders of the State
government and Sainik Schools Society. As the Class X Board
exams and exams of other classes were conducted before
19 Mar 2020, the dispersal of the cadets started from 21 Mar
2020 onwards. Though out of 547 total boarders’strength,
413 home-state cadets were dispatchedby hiring public
and private buses on 21 Mar 2020 but due to imposition
of national lockdown on 23 Mar 2020, 137 cadets of other
states were held back at the school. Continuous efforts and
liaison was done by the school including request for airlift,
special trains etc for the safe dispatch of the cadets but
went in vain owing to continuous lockdowns. However, the
school was in continuous touch with the district and State
officials to know about the latest updates wrt transport.
Having come to know that there was a special train on 6
May 2020 through the district collector, the school on war
footing basis hired buses, packed food, water, medicines
and other necessary things for 123 Bihar-bound cadets
and safely dropped them at Chittoor railway station where
two separate coaches were earmarked for the school in
the Shramik train. Following all the safety drills and after
48 hours of strenuous journey, all the 123 cadets safely
reached their homes. The remaining 13 cadets from Delhi
and its surrounding sremained in the school due to lack of
transport. Not with standing the long distance, the school,
after taking the consent from the parents, hired an AC bus
and safely dispatched the cadets to their homes on 21 May
2020. Mr Prasad (Nani), General Employee, was detailed
to escort the cadets. Though there were some obstacles
en route to Delhi but with the appropriate support and
kind gesture from the officers and staff of SS Chandrapur
and SS Jhansi, the cadets reached their homes happily and
securely. It was indeed a unique experience of sending
cadets to their homes during the pandemic. The initiative of
sending the cadets to their homes safely was appreciated
by all the parents.
SAINIK SCHOOL KALIKIRI
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OPERATION
SEND ME HOME 1

Due to Covid-19 and Janata Curfew, the scheduled journey of 139
cadets - Bihar, Delhi and other States - was cancelled indefinitely,
and since then they had been retained in the school for morethan
two months. With regular interactions and various engaging
activities, the officers, house masters and the staff made the cadets
happy. The care and preventive measures taken by the Team
SSKAL for the wellbeing and safety of the cadets was appreciated
by everyone. Many activities were conducted for the holistic
development of the cadets during the pandemic situation.The
school administration was in continuous touch with the district
officials and came to know that a special train was scheduled on
06 May 2020. With the intervention of the District Collector, the
school could get two separate coaches in the special train bound
for Bihar. All the 123 Bihar bound cadets were taken to Chittoor
railway station by hiring APSRTC buses on war foot basis. The staff
helped the cadets filling in the particulars in the individual passes,
medical examination and other aspects. The parents expressed
their heartfelt gratitude for sending their wards safely during the
nationwide lockdown. In fact, sending the cadets to their homes
during the lockdown was very difficult; however the TEAM SSKAL
worked in tandem and made the Operation Send Me Home -1 a
grand success.
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OPERATION
SEND ME HOME 2

The school administration had successfully
sent the cadets to their hometowns in
a safe and secure manner, and all most
all the parents expressed their gratitude
and happiness for sending their wards
home safe and sound. However 13 cadets
could not be sent to their homes due to
unavailability of means of transport as
they were from Delhi and other far off
places. The school made all the possible
efforts to send them by train/flight
but could not come to fruition due to
continuous lockdown. Notwithstanding
the long distance, the school, after taking
the consent from the parents, decided to
send them home. Accordingly, an AC bus
was hired to dispatch the cadets safely to
their hometowns on 21 May 2020. The
bus was sanitized twice and the requisite
things were given for a safe and comfort
journey. Mr Prasad (Nani), General
Employee, was detailed to escort the
cadets. The officers and the staff were in
constant communication round the clock
with the escort staff till the cadets reached
the destined venues safely. Though there
were some obstacles en route to Delhi
but with the appropriate support and
kind gesture from the officers and staff of
SS Chandrapur and SS Jhansi, the cadets
reached their homes happily and securely.
The parents expressed their gratitude to
the school administration and staff for
taking the onus of sending their wards
home. Like Operation Send Me Home -1,
Operation Send Me Home -2 was also a
grand success.
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Principal Interaction
with the cadets

SSKAL MAIDEN ONLINE LIVE CLASSES

After procuring the necessary equipment like pen tabs and enhancing
the bandwidth facility for uninterrupted net connection, the maiden
online live classes came to fruition on 16 Jun 2020. With the team
work of the staff, their meticulous planning and accurate execution,
the commencement of the online live classes marked yet another
important milestone on the school’s journey to becoming a centre of
excellence and one of the best premier schools of the nation.
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PRINCIPAL’S SPECIAL MEETING

To discuss the Covid-19 situation and review the safety measures, the Principal Capt (IN)
Vikrant Kishore called for an all-staff meeting on 10 Jun 2020. The meeting was conducted
in the school’s auditorium by following all the Covid safety measures. Speaking on the
occasion, the Principal advised the staff to follow all the preventive measures initiated by
the school administration to keep themselves and their family safe, remain healthy and keep
the virus at bay. He informed the staff that many initiatives like Duty Staff Distribution (DSD),
Home Quarantine (HQ), evening yoga and prayer have been taken to contain spread of the
pandemic. He sought everyone’s cooperation and support to make the campus the safest
and the best place to dwell
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International Yoga
Day 2020

Principal family performing Yoga Asanas

The
sixth
edition
of
the
International Yoga Day was
observed on 21 Jun 2020. The
officers, staff and cadets practiced
yoga at their homes religiously and
their wholehearted participation
along with their families was truly
in line with the theme - “Yoga at
Home and Yoga with Family.” The
event was conducted online as per
the instructions received from the
Govt. of India. The Principal, Capt
(IN) Vikrant Kishore advised the
cadets and staff to think positively,
eat healthy food, exercise well
and stay active and fit despite the
lockdown.

Adm Officer
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Farewell to G T C Kishore

GTC Kishore, Lower Division Clerk (LDC) was given a befitting
farewell in Katari Cadets’ Mess on 25 Jun 2020. The Principal
Capt (IN ) Vikrant Kishore presented Mr Kishore a memento
and wished him to scale greater heights in the years to
come. A high tea followed by a friendly cricket match were
arranged as a token of gratitude to Mr Kishore. It was indeed
a very emotional farewell to all and to Mr Kishore who got
selected as an Upper Division Clerk (UDC) at Sainik School
Sambalpur. Officers and all the staff were present on the
occasion.
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Farewell to Vice Principal Lt Col Ishani Maitra

The second Vice Principal and the first lady officer of the school, Lt Col
Ishani Maitra was given a grand farewell in the school auditorium on 02
Aug 2020. A wide range of cultural programs was presented by the staff
and their families as a token of love and tribute to the outgoing Vice
Principal. PowerPoint presentation of the officer’s three years’ service
filled everyone with nostalgias. Though there was an aura of euphoria
and exhilaration, it was tinged with an air of sadness when each one
took the stage to express their feelings about the Vice Principal. Speaking
on the occasion, the Vice Principal recalled her memories and said her
three years’ stint in the school was very comfortable and memorable.
She expressed her gratitude to the Principal, Adm Officer and staff for
extending their wholehearted cooperation which helped her to perform
duties efficiently. The Principal Capt (IN) Vikrant Kishore accompanied
by the First Lady Cdr Minakshi Sahay (Retd.) presented a memento to
the Vice Principal. The programme was culminated with a special dinner
in the Katari Cadets’ Mess. Due precautions were taken as per the
COVID-19 protocols. Lt Col Ishani Maitra left the school on 04 Aug 2020
on permanent posting to IMA, Dehradun.
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New Vice Principal

Lt Col S K Mahapatro, SM, assumed the
charge of third Vice Principal of the school
on 03 Aug 2020. The handing over and
taking over procedure was carried out as
per the standing procedure. After taking the
charge, the new Vice Principal interacted
with all the staff virtually, and said he
would not leave any stone unturned for the
betterment of the school.

We Miss You Mani Saab

The entire Sainik School fraternity was
deeply saddened over the sudden and
untimely demise of Sub Mannivanan (Retd.),
Band Master, who passed away at his home
town Velumalai, Tamil Nadu on 04 Aug
2020. A condolence meeting was arranged
in the school parade ground on 05 Aug
2020. Due to lockdown limitations, only
four staff members attended the last rites
of Sub Mannivanan at his home town, who
served the Indian Army for 26 years.

Handing Taking Over the
Duties of Principal

The duties of the Principal were handed
over to Lt Col SK Mahapatro, SM by Capt
(IN) Vikrant Kishore on 09 Aug 2020, view
the latter proceeding to Sainik School
Nagrota on permanent posting as Principal.
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Plantation Drive

With a noble aim to increase the green cover in school, a
plantation drive was carried out on 13 Aug 2020. All the
staff members enthusiastically participated in the drive.
Approximately 40 varieties of saplings were planted
in the area adjacent to Katari Cadets’ Mess. The Adm
Officer oversaw the arrangements of the programme
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Independence Day

74th Independence Day was celebrated in the school parade ground on 15
Aug 2020. The outgoing Principal Capt (IN) Vikrant Kishore was the Chief
Guest and the First Lady Cdr Minakshi Sahay (Redt) was the Guest of Honour.
The Principal unfurled the tri-colour flag and recalled the sacrifices of the
freedom fighters. He said he was happy to be a part of this celebration at the
same time he was sad as he missed the cadets in his last event in SSKAL. Due
to the Covid-19 pandemic and the country-wide lockdown, the red-letter
day was celebrated on a low-key note. A high tea was arranged to mark
the occasion. The event was conducted as per the Covid-19 protocols. Adm
Officer Maj Pankaj Sharma, Mrs Dr Swathi Sharma, staff and their families
were part of the celebration.
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Farewell to Principal

The Principal Capt (IN) Vikrant Kishore was given
a befitting farewell in the school auditorium on 16
Aug 2020. The programme was organized in a very
simple manner due to the recent demise of the
school Band Master. The cadets expressed their
love and affection to the Principal through videos.
The movie made by the staff which covered all the
activities of the Principal; was the icing on the cake.
During his speech, the Principal was nostalgic about
his stint and thanked the staff for extending their
wholehearted cooperation and strong support. A
special dinner was arranged in the school mess to
mark the occasion.
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High Tea

A high tea was arranged in honour of the outgoing
Principal Capt (IN) Vikrant Kishore in school quadrangle
on 17 Aug 2020. He interacted with all the staff members and
appreciated them for doing good job for the development of the
school. Vice Principal, Adm officer and staff were present.

Raising Day Celebrations

The 6th Raising Day of the school was celebrated in
Katari Cadets’ Mess on 20 Aug 2020. Cdr Minakshi
Sahay (Retd.) was the Chief Guest of the occasion.
She was extended a warm welcome by the Offg
Principal Lt Col S K Mahapatro, SM, and Mrs Geetha
Mahapatro. A huge cake was sliced, and a special
dinner was arranged to mark the occasion. Adm
Officer Maj Pankaj Sharma, Dr Swathi Sharma, staff
and families were in attendance.
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Ganesh Chaturthi Pooja

Ganesh Chaturthi was celebrated in the most
auspicious manner in the school quadrangle on 22
Aug 2020. Mr Rama Krishna, TGT Maths, performed
the pooja to invoke the blessings of Lord Ganesha.
The officers, staff and their families were part
of the pooja sacraments. It is the tradition in the
school that every festival is celebrated in the most
reverential and pious manner.

Teachers’ Day
Celebrations
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Teachers’ Day was celebrated at Dr Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan block on 5 Sep 2020. The Offg Principal
Lt Col S K Mahapatro, SM, graced the occasion as the Chief Guest and paid floral tributes to Dr Sarvepalli
Radhakrishnan. The day scholars (staff children) presented some speeches highlighting the significant role
of the teacher in shaping the personality of the student. The Offg Principal lauded the efforts of the teaching
staff and called on them to continue doing good job for the holistic development of the cadets. He was
nostalgic about his student days and said teaching is the noblest and the greatest job in the world so every
teacher must try his/her best to nurture the cadets as responsible and dutiful citizens of the nation.

National Flag Flown
Half-mast

As per the orders of Ministry of Home
Affairs, New Delhi, the national flag was
flown half-mast on the school campus
from 31 Aug to 06 Sep 2020. No cultural
programme was conducted during these
days as a mark of respect to the departed
dignitary, former President Shri Pranab
Mukherjee.

Recruitment Written Tests

Written Tests for various posts like Art Teacher, PTE and Ward Boys were conducted on 26
Sep 2020. The candidates were thoroughly sanitized, checked and then only allowed inside
the exam hall. The Offg Principal and the Adm Officer with the able support of the staff
conducted the exams by following all the Covid-19 safety precautions. Later, the shortlisted
candidates were called for the personal interviews again which were conducted following
the safety precautions.
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Session on National
Education Policy 2020

As part of Faculty Development
Programme, a session on ‘Insights of
National Education Policy 2020’ was
conducted for teachers by Mr NVKS
Sharma, TGT Social Science, on 28 Sep
2020. In his one-hour long session, Mr
Sharma brought out the nuances and
the intricacies of the NEP 2020, and the
PowerPoint Presentation comprised of
videos and songs made the session lively
and engaging.
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Community Shramdhan

Community Shramdhan was conducted
on the school campus to mark the 150th
birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi and
also as part of Celebration of Constitution
Day and Awareness Campaign on
Citizens’ Duties on 02 Oct 2020. The
officers and the staff enthusiastically
participated in Shramdhan to spread the
importance of keeping the surroundings
spick and spam for healthy life. The
Offg Principal recalled the greatness of
Mahatma Gandhi and said participating
in the cleanliness activities would be
the real tribute to the Mahatma who
dreamt for a clean India. All the Covid-19
precautionary measures were followed
during the cleanliness drive.

Session on Learning
Styles

As part of Faculty Development
Programme (FDP), Mr Ch Mary Babu,
TGT English, organized a session on
‘Learning Styles’ in the AV Room on 20
Oct 2020. He brought awareness among
the teaching faculty about different styles
of learning and methods and techniques
to be adopted for making the teachinglearning (T-L) constructive and dynamic
for all the different learners of the class.
Through a PowerPoint Presentation,
he dished out different learning styles
with special reference to David Kolb’s
Learning Styles and Experiential Learning
Cycle. At the end of the session, an
activity was conducted where in all the
teachers actively participated and shared
their experiences.

Session on Social and
Spiritual Quotient
among School Children

Mr Jagdish Babu, TGT Computer Sci
and NCC ANO, organized a session on
‘Social and Spiritual Quotient among
School Children’ as part of Faculty
Development Programme (FDP) on 22
Oct 2020. He brought out the nuances of
social and spiritual proportions among
the school children and sensitized the
staff about self-conscious improving
and understanding the spiritual scope
of individual which interrelates with the
individual to the present environmental
factors and responsibilities & vice versa.

XII LBA Meeting

The Twelfth (XII) Meeting of the Local Board of Administration (LBA) of the school was
held at the school conference hall on 16 Oct 2020 through Video Conference in view
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Major General RK Singh, General Officer Commanding,
Telangana & Andhra Sub Area and Chairman, LBA chaired the meeting. The Chairman in
his opening address expressed his satisfaction towards school academic performances and
complimented the Offg Principal and his team for achieving 100% pass results in the Class
Xth Board Examinations 2019-2020 with 32 cadets scoring above 90% marks and 75 cadets
scoring more than 80% marks. The Chairman also highlighted the fact that in spite of
COVID-19 pandemic, 10 cadets from the maiden batch of SSKAL qualified the UPSC NDA
written examination which was conducted on 06 Sep 2020. However, he also highlighted
to set highest bench mark in the upcoming NDA examinations. Later, a report covering the
recent developments, initiatives and major procurements carried out by the school since XI
LBA Meeting, was presented and discussed in the meeting. In his concluding remarks, the
Chairman thanked the Hon’ble MP for the support extended by him in every aspect of the
school. He expressed heartfelt condolences to the family of Sub Manivannan, Band Master
of this school who passed away on 04 Aug 2020. The Chairman also informed that all the
support would be extended by HQ TASA for training of the 10 qualified cadets for SSB. He
also assured that all the available assistance from HQ, TASA will be provided in the form
of GTO, Psychologist and IO training to prepare cadets for coming SSB. At the end of the
meeting, the Chairman released the School Annual e-Magazine “Eagle 2019-20”.
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Dussehra Celebrations

Dussehra, the festival to celebrate the
victory of good over evil, was celebrated in
school with a lot of religious zeal and fervor
on 26 Oct 2020. A slew of activities was
organized to mark the occasion; however,
they were celebrated on a low-key note
due to the ongoing pandemic crises. The
day started with a puja in Katari Cadets’
Mess which was festooned with flowers and
banana plants. The school’s fleet of vehicles
was also decorated and offered prayers. In
the evening, a movie was screened in the
school auditorium and a special dinner was
arranged to mark the occasion.

Rashtriya Ekta Diwas

The school observed Rashtriya Ekta Diwas in true letter and spirit on its campus on 31Oct 2020. The Offg Principal administered the
Rashtriya Ekta pledge to the staff and called on them to follow, strive and dedicate themselves for preserving the Unity and Integrity of
the nation. He also spoke about the greatness of Vallabhbhai Jhaverbhai Patel who played a pivotal role in unifying all the Indian states. A
series of activities, as per the instructions promulgated by CBSE, was organized for cadets
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Vigilance Awareness Week

As part of Vigilance Awareness Week, a pledge taking ceremony was organized in quadrangle
on 31 Oct 2020. The Offg Principal administered the integrity pledge for the school staff
and called on them to fight against corruption by endeavoring to promote transparency,
accountability and integrity in every activity they carry out. The Adm officer and staff took
part in the pledge taking ceremony.

Yoga Session

To commemorate the 150th birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi - The Father of the Nation
- a Yoga session was scheduled in the school quadrangle on 02 Oct 2020. Mr Mohammad
Aslam, TGT Telugu, spoke about the importance of yoga for a happy, peaceful and healthy life.
He also explained that learning yoga asanas is imperative to improve one’s immunity power
to stay away from COVID-19, and the government is also stressing the need of practicing yoga
to contain the spread of the pandemic. Later, the assemblage performed some asanas to mark
the occasion. All the Covid-19 preventive measures were followed during the session.

Snake Rescue Kit

Different snakes (poisonous and nonpoisonous) are found on the campus
habitually as the school is abutted with
semi-arid area. However, there are no
untoward incidents to date as some staff
members skillfully catch the snakes alive
and leave them in far off places. But there
were no appropriate tools to support the
staff while rescuing the snakes. So, a solid
snake rescue kit was procured on 04 Nov
2020 to support the staff during snakes’
rescue operations which are, sometimes,
dicey. Indian common Cobras, Russells
Vipers, Common Craits and Rat Snakes
are some of the snakes regularly found
in the campus.
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Diwali Celebrations

Diwali was celebrated with great zeal and enthusiasm in school campus on 14 Nov 2020.
Though the pandemic is adversely affecting the daily activities; however, the festival of lights
was celebrated appropriately respecting the sentiments of the staff and their families. A
cracker show was organized in the parade ground to mark the occasion. It was truly a feast
for the eyes to see when the officers, staff and their families in traditional outfits took part
in the crackers show and exchanged the festival wishes enthusiastically under the radiance
of the colorful lights.
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Launch of School
Website

The revamped school website was
officially launched by the Offg Principal
on 06 Feb 2021. The new website is
interactive and gives better access
to various features like About Us,
Achievements, Hall of Fame, RTI, Tender,
Careers and Alumni and. The new
website, with a fresh look and easy to
access information, will act as a portal
and also as a source of information
about the school for those who visit the
site. The new site is available and the
URL is www.kalikirisainikschool.com.

New Year’s Eve Celebration

The entire SSKAL fraternity celebrated New Year’s Eve with an uncommon élan on 31st Dec
2020. The officers and staff with their families in unison arrived at Katari Cadets’ Mess for
the dinner and later proceeded to the auditorium for viewing a special movie. At the stroke
of midnight, everyone exchanged the wishes and participated in the cake cutting ceremony.
The celebrations ended with a cracker show which illuminated the campus and indicated the
onset of another year of happiness and success for all.

Sankranti Celebrations

Sankranti, the most famous festival all
over the country, was celebrated joyfully
on 14 Jan 2021. The colourful, beautiful
and elegant rangoli patterns in front
of staff quarters added extra beauty to
the campus, and prefigured the onset
of another successful and joyous phase
for all. As a customary feature and also
to mark the occasion, the Offg Principal
and the Adm Officer presented gifts to
all the staff.
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Republic
Day
72nd Republic Day was celebrated in the most reverend
manner in the school parade ground on 26 Jan 2021.
Though the day was celebrated on a low-key note due
to the ongoing pandemic crises yet everyone on the
campus observed the day with out-and-out patriotic
fervour. The Offg Principal Lt Col S K Mahapatro, SM
accompanied by the First Lady Mrs Geetha Mahapatro
was the Chief Guest of the occasion. He unfurled the
tri-colour and recalled the efforts and sacrifices of
martyrs. The impressive presence of the newly inducted
four horses added extra glamour to the celebrations.
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Craft Teacher Recruitment

Craft Teacher recruitment was carried out on 29 Jan 2021 by
following all the Covid-19 safety precautions. The candidates were
sanitized, checked and then only allowed inside the exam hall.
Interviews were conducted for the short-listed candidates. Staff
kids were invited to the interview due to the non-availability of
the cadets.

AISSEE 2021 Coordination Conference

With an aim to conduct All India Sainik Schools Entrance
Examination (AISSEE) in the most efficient manner, a coordination
conference was organized in the school auditorium on 06 Feb
2021. The conference was chaired and moderated by the Offg
Principal. Through a PowerPoint Presentation, he briefed the staff
about all the details and intricacies of the entrance examination.
He directed the staff to be vigilant and proactive while performing
their duties and to follow all the directives received from National
Testing Agency (NTA) in true letter and spirit. Adm Officer and all
the staff, including the security, were in attendance.
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AISSEE 2021

All India Sainik Schools
Entrance Examination
(AISSEE) 2021 was
successfully conducted
on the school campus on
07 Feb 2021. A total of
186 candidates out of 216
attended the entrance
exam for Class VI. The
exam was conducted as per
the rules and regulations
promulgated by the
National Testing Agency
(NTA), and all the COVID-19
protocols were followed in
true letter and spirit.
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Ugadi

The entire SSKAL fraternity observed Ugadi with religious fervour on 13 Apr
2021. Special puja was performed in the school quadrangle to mark the
occasion. The Offg Principal and the First Lady graced the event and took
part in the puja ceremonials. A few cadets donned in dhotis – traditional
outfit of AP & Telangana – added extra glamour to the assemblage. A
special brunch was arranged in the Cadets’ Mess.

Capt (IN) Vikrant Kishore took over the command and the charge of the school
as the 5th Principal and the handing/taking over of the duties and responsibilities
of the Principal was safely and effectively carried out on 28 Apr 2021 following
COVID-19 safety protocols. Capt (IN) Vikrant Kishore once again took over the
responsibilities as the 05th Principal of this school, from Lt Col SK Mahapatro, SM,
Vice Principal & Offg Principal. Capt (IN) Vikrant Kishore had earlier served as
the 04th Principal of the school from 31 Oct 2018 to 09 Aug 2020, proceeded
on posting as Principal, Sainik School Nagrota, J&K and reassumed the duties of
Principal Sainik School Kalikiri on 28 Apr 2021, post @ 08 months of tenure at
Sainik School Nagrota. The Principal advised the staff and cadets to continue with
and keep following and adhering to all the COVID-19 safety protocols and ensure
themselves protected from the fresh 2nd wave of the pandemic.
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SSB & GTO
TRAINING

With an aim to enable the
potential aspirants of the school
with knowledge, attitude, skills,
and behavioural competencies
required to crack the SSB
interviews,
training
sessions
were conducted by inviting
experienced officers from 23 Nov
2020 onwards. Online Training was
also given to the cadets by hiring
external agencies. Gp Capt Allam
Prabhakar (Retd.) Interviewing
Officer was invited to share his
knowledge and experiences with
the cadets.
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XIII LBA Meeting

The Thirteenth (XIII) Local Board of Administration (LBA) Meet was held at the
School Conference Hall on 08 May 2021 through Video Conferencing. The
meeting was chaired by Major General RK Singh, GOC Telangana & Andhra Sub
Area and Chairman LBA. The Principal Capt (IN) Vikrant Kishore as the Member
Secretary extended a warm welcome to the Chairman, Maj Gen RK Singh,
GOC, TASA and all other members of LBA on behalf of officers, staff, parents &
cadets of SSKAL. The Principal expressed his gratitude to each member of LBA
for sparing their valuable time to have joined through Video Conferencing to
discuss various aspects towards the progress and development of the school.
The Chairman complimented the school for enhancing academic and academic
standards for the benefit of cadets. He also complemented the efforts of the
school for organising the centralized examination for classes XI and IX including
the pre-boards for classes X & XII, properly monitoring 400 cadets during Feb
to Apr 2021 with all COVID-19 safety and protocols in place and intact. Other
points pertaining to academics, administration and infrastructure were a few
points among others discussed in the meeting.
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This is a very
Proud Moment
for us
Our Adm Officer Maj Pankaj
Sharma (1st from left) with
senior civil and military
officials of Minsitry of Defence,
Government of India in New
Delhi. He was a part of the
MoU with Indian Institute
of Teacher Education (IITE)
Gandhinagar to facilitate
training to teachers of Sainik
Schools. He coordinated the
event with the able support of
the Inspecting Officers, SSS,
Ministry of Defence.
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SUPERNOVAS 2014-2021

THE FIRST BATCH OF SAINIK SCHOOL KALIKIRI
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Class
Slam Book
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Tugging at my heartstrings
K Shiva Kumar

Buggareddygari Udaysai Reddy

The Roll No.1 of the school. He’s a gem of a man, a
biology prodigy. He can recite the scientific names of more
than a 100 species. He goes to sleep very early and you
would think he wakes up early too, right? Not a chance, he
was the second to last one everyday. (Alas, he could never
beat out Prasad)

POTPOURRI of maths and coding geek. On the
field, with a hockey goal-keeping kit on him. He’s
not a goal keeper, they call him ‘The wall’.

Kole Vijay Kumar
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Duba Vinay

Quiet as he appears to be, inside him lurks
a computer geek.

In a positive way.(I guess?) He’s a go-getter and
doesn’t rest until he reaches his goal. But most of all,
he’s known for his sarcastic comments on everything,
and I mean everything. Is it only me or does his
sarcasm really sound like philosophy sometimes?

Mandava Pranav

Bandari Jayachandra

The man who knew too much. Never found
twiddling his thumbs.

Sherlock Holmes without a cigar. You got
him a query, he got you a smile.

Rongali Abhiram

Nadimpalli Devi Srikanth Raju

Never seeks for fame, just like a hidden
gem.

Got stung by a laughing bug. Frontier mr.
Bean.

Vechalapu Rohit Babu

Mallari Hitesh Chandra

Ever need a push, meet him with his
untimely humour. Unpredictability, it’s the
tag he wears.

He’s a saint, who’s got early wisdom. calm
and composed behaviour makes the other
half of him.

Kasula Sai Nandhan

Pallanti Asrith Vatsal

Shortest but exceptional player in
basketball. Also a substitute for a
mockingbird.

Dark and mysterious fellow, as if he’s from
a spy agency. (sometimes, I doubt his
existence.) Bookworm. Chess freak.

Kuruba Bhavyaprabhaditya

Levaku Karan Saketh Reddy

Natkhat krishna, but never been on any
teacher’s radar. When he’s into anything,
he’s a leech.

Our 7th class magazine called him
Short but dynamite, the only thing that’s
changed? He grew tall.

Mulavagili Jyotheeswara

Dhiraj Kumar Chanchal

Landed from the spiritual realm.
Alias all-rounder. Friend in need,
he’s there indeed.

Self Respect is his body Armor. He’s honest and
he’s a fitness freak. a hockey forward for Godavari
house, he’s one of the few good players that the
house has (sometimes, the truth bites!) Also, did I
mention he’s handsome?
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Karanam Lakshmi Narayana Rao

Abhishek Kumar

An intelligent and interesting guy. If you want to
convince someone to do a stupid thing, he’s the
guy you want. He’s so good at it, he deserves a
prize. All of us have been his victims at one time
or the other.

Masterpiece with a glitch . Glitch: Damn
notty. Got a master artist’s hands. “Waiting
for your Mona Lisa, bro.”

Tondrapu Kalyan Chakravarthy

Anurag Kumar

Presenting you the pearl and the volleyball
legend without a tale.

The silent one of the house, he doesn’t talk much.
But he’s always the talking point of the house.
His no-nonsense attitude makes us admire him.
He doesn’t even snore, unlike some other people
(we’re looking at you Pawan!).

Saurabh Kumar

Raushan Kumar

Cool as cucumber and chivalrous
personality. Want to take out stress by
music? just sit beside while he’s humming,
I vouch, it feels a lot better.

Cross country, it’s his cup of tea. Playful
and never quit attitude of his, is what
makes him stand out from others.

Ambuj Kumar

Dinkar Kumar

Jack of all trades and master storyteller.
‘Live free or die hard’, he’s the die-hard
batch.

Our star commentator. He’s basically Macavity. When you
think he’s fast asleep, he’s wide awake. The converse is also
true. It took our teachers almost 2 years before they realised
that this guy was sleeping under their noses, everyday, for
almost every period! Oh boy, it was quite a revelation!

Kumar Mohit

Suraj Kumar

Sincerity all the way! He eats politics for breakfast,
books for lunch and gossip for a sumptuous
dinner. He knows how to keep a secret unlike
others (*cough PAWAN cough*).

Lively 24/7. The one and only OG of the school. He
sings songs from the 90s only to get an earful from
us. Our teacher Nalantha ma?am named him Silent
Killer, as he waits for people to mess up and then
teases them. Smart chap, ain?t he?

Kumar Saurabh

Vishnu Kumar

Serious-looking outside, child-like inside.
He has a weapon called silence, always
loaded.

“Mr. punctual, on time.” says ‘sarcasm’.
A good cookie and never leaves a hint of
immortality.

Narendra Yadav

Pankaj Kumar

The sports king of the school, this guy
surely has a lot of acting potential! He’s a
damn fitness freak and pushes his body to
the limit.

The overachiever of our house! Our class
10th topper, topper of maths and qualified
the NDA exam 2 times. Seriously, Pankaj,
did I miss anything?

Kumar Rajnish

Amith S Kumar

Rajnish: This guy is a silent killer! He calmly goes
about his work only to mesmerize us in football. I
find it hard to believe that this stylish guy is worried
about his looks. Not to worry Rajnish, Srikar says
you are handsome!

AMITH.S: Tech junkie. He’s got a
cumulative frequency like dislike towards
maths. Face, with a permanent radiant
smile.ÿ
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Anurag Kumar

N Ranga Madhav

ANURAG: Crafty eagle-eyed lad. Captain
cool with a spark in his eyes, has his own
unusual tactics to command.

Ranga madhav- Hard as a rock, sweet as
sugar and when you mock, his muscles
will answer!

Suraj Kumar

Bejjipalli Sandeep Kumar

SURAJ: Patience is his mantra. No doubt,
He would get a full score in the punctuality
test (if it really happens.)

He’s like Ishaan from Taare Zameen Par
(if Ishaan was from another planet!) Cute,
talented, damn creative and cheerful.

Vikash Kumar

Md Mohammed Mushtaq

His solution to any problem in life: WORK! Stack
up all the odds you want against him, he will work
the hell out of it. Our juniors complain that his
perfection frightens them. Well, that’s our boy!

A tall and handsome person with a golden
heart. He has every talent, but shows only
to a few. Surely, a promising cadet.

Ponnam Sai Ganesh

Md Abubakar Siddiq

SAI GANESH: Fights for what he loves.
Short tempered with killing looks.ÿ

Laughing Buddha, preaching his own
innocence, comically. Also, got a knack for
cricket (once, it made him a overnight star)

Gontu Sandeep Kumar

Vishnu Kumar

Our local genius. One guy made the
mistake of criticizing his favourite team
RCB. The next day, the guy was nowhere
to be seen.

An ardent cricket fan. Irrespective of the team, this guy
loves to watch the match. This guy has an Amazon
Warehouse for a shelf. But to top it all, he had a weird
obsession with Hans India newspaper. Anytime of the day,
you could see it tucked up his armpit. I wonder why?

Lakavath Guna Shekhar

Marisetty Hanumantharao

He’s so tiny you would think he wouldn’t
hurt a fly. Trust us, don’t fall into his trap.
He hurt a biryani package for six people as
we watched on, in awe.

The tallest guy of our school, we literally watched him shoot
up in height! (Of course, this added to our list of insecurities
about our own height but you don’t care, do you?) As a
result, he’s also our basketball star and it’s a pleasure to
watch his nostrils flare up when any foul happens.

Abhishekh Kumar Singh

Palepalli Saikiranreddy

Dear Abhishek, the true Punjabi Gabru that
you are, thank you for the crazy ride these
7 years. The batch will never forget you.

Mine of multiple characters. He isn’t
alone but prefers to be( maybe he is in
some mediation, I always presume.)
Embodiment of Patience.

Sudhanshu Kumar

Salilla Mukesh

Icebreaker. Man of the moment. All year
long, Santa claus.

Embodiment of true friendship. Stands up
for the needy. Thinks less acts more. Very
fun loving guy but you try to poke him
then that?s the end of your journey.
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Krishna Kumar

Kalyan Sivarams Chokka

I have a dream, that one day, he will stop
talking. Oh boy does he chatter! He’s so
insanely cheerful. How can anyone be so
high on dopamine?

Where do I even begin? He’s so fantastic that it’s
the only thing that our batch agrees upon entirely.
(among a few other things, of course) He’s a stylish
football player and stands up for what he believes,
effectively making him Arjun Reddy!

Vasu Paul Srikar

Chenna Akshith

Captain of the ship, always took us in
gentle sail. His speeches will even put
modi to shame.

Cut above of Ronaldo. This guy’s got an
evergreen adrenaline-pumping machine in
him.

Parmeshwar Paswan

Abhishek Kumar Raj

The man with the muscles and the heart.
He’s incredibly gentle and soft, but he
can snap off your head in a whiff. Deadly
combination, eh?

The man with the plan, the man with the
swag. Another one in the worryingly long
list of people ready to kill for RCB. (NOT
me dude, I’m safe, hopefully?)

Bylla Prudvi Raj

Yama Abhilash

He’s Chaplin incarnate. One fine day,
Tungabhadra house was punished . The
reason? This guy made us laugh so much we
brought the Principal down. Also, the school.

Catch me if you can...I am just behind
you. Next door buddy, got a vibe with
everybody.

Puli Charan Teja

Maddi Viswas

O Captain, My Captain! I salute you today for
being the captain of Tungabhadra house for 3
years. Thank you for letting us destroy your free
time and patience, bit by bit. The very fact that you
survived shows your leadership skills.

can call him volatile viswas, but also got
a friendly side in himself. Believe me, if
you have any secrets, tell him. They are
safe with him.

Sameer Kumar

Vivek Tatkar

The mystic of the tribe. Never pokes his
nose in others business. Got a clean
attitude.

The twisted Hyderabadi nawab. Got
an Oscar deserving actor in him. He’s
immensely notorious??...for getting
caught after crazy thing he does!

Sagili Karthikeya

Banapuram Dharma Teja

The man full of surprises! When no one
else was up for it, we sent him for Javelin
throw.........he broke the school record! In
one short sentence: he’s our Salman bhai!

Calm, silent, intelligence beaming in his
eyes, just like Gandhi. Maybe that’s we
have nicknamed him Gandhi.

Harsh Raj

Kumavath Sai Kumar Naik

Spokesperson of the Kohli fan club, this guy is the hero of
Godavari house. He led them to their cock house (which they
desperately needed, by the way!) He’s the favourite of his
juniors. But even after finishing school, he still has dreams
about the cock house and Godavari? What can we say?

This love boy is a gem of a hockey player. It’s a
pleasure to watch him goalkeep. He’s an admirer
of our Principal sir and emulates his every move.
Maybe that’s why he’s so honest and sincere.
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Dharavathu Prasad

Dasari Mohithreddy

Our own Rockstar! If you can’t afford
Prabhudeva, call this guy. Trust me, he
rocks the stage!

The most notorious guy of SSKAL. Period.
Maybe that’s why we are surprised by his level of
organization, teamwork and most importantly, the
value he attaches to his friends. Mohith, this batch
is going to miss you dearly. Mark my words.ÿ

Sagina Vidya Sagar Sai Padal

Reddy Eswar Bhargav

Feeling down in life? Is nothing going your
way? Better Call Vidya, with his motivation,
you will be up in no time. (Literally, OMG)

We paused for 2 minutes just thinking about this
amazing guy. He’s the gem of Penna House. He loves
cricket, he loves rice but most importantly, we love him.
I once saw a bolt of lightning streak across the hockey
field, I came to know that it was Bhargav!

Korra Suresh

Mamireddy Reddy Sai Pavan Reddy

He’s a religious follower of Amarnath sir. He had a full
time job as an attention-seeker. When the batch had
something to say, he would vote the reverse. Oh! Suresh
just called me. He said he’s not an attention-seeker! ( See
how he contradicted me there?)

Patient Number Zero of our school dispensary! This
guy is intelligent but prefers to stay in the shadows.
Sometimes, he tells us that he controls people from
the shadows, that’s not true, right Pawan?

Boddapati Sai

D Gunagnya Vignesh

He’s our school topper every damn time! As we
flock to the notice board to check our results, this
guy waits in the background with a smug smile on
his face. Just kidding. He has time for everything
from stupidity to studies!

A true friend who stood the test of time and
boredom. He’s damn creative and did wonders to
our noticeboards. Alas, only if he cleaned his shelf
once in a while. Just kidding Vignesh (NOT!) .

Datla Kalidasu

Sachin Kumar

Watch our for this guy! He’s special. He speaks
from the heart, only from the heart. The thing we
like? A failure never brings this guy down. You will
see him back at it again the next morning.

This Teachers’ pet is unbelievably
cheerful. His laughter is infectious, trust
me on that. Maybe that’s why no one
stands beside him in roll calls!

Varanasi Sai Sameeth

Kalim Akhtar

Sai Sameeth: Thousands of thoughts are swirling in
our minds as we write this. So here it goes: The King of
Comedy. Hardcore Prabhas fan. Legendary status for his
laziness. 101 guys have 101 nicknames for him. Smart.
Handsome. Did I miss anything? I did? Oh, I don’t care.

Kalim- Perfection is not the word to
describe him. But his “Perfection” needs a
definition though.

Korra Praveen

Kisan Kumar

Truly, the man with no haters! He’s friends
with everyone, makes the ladies go gaga
with his dance moves. He’s currently
working on his sense of humour.

He deserves the title of James Bond. He
gets things done and looks good doing it.
Period.

Akash Kumar

Sonu Kumar

A star in the making. He’s calm and easy going.
He terrorises the dreams of the goalkeepers with
his incredible football skills. They are going to
remember him throughout their lives!

The chill bro of Tungabhadra house! He’s so
fast that we named him Milkha. Perhaps one
day, hopefully, he’s going to thank us for that?
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Tugging at my heartstrings

Kotturu Sai Tejus

Gumma Vasanth Varahala

Even as I’m writing this, I’m laughing out
loud like a maniac. Tejus is a magical word
that instantly brings a creeping smile to
our faces. He’s one of a kind.

Books. Movies. Music. Friends. Repeat.
Though he tries hard to cover it up, this
guy’s a freaking nerd at heart! ( Seriously
Vasanth, give up already!)

Kambhampati Trivikram

Makkena Pranavsai

He is intelligent, cunning even and a fan of
Loki. Maybe that’s why he’s a trickster. He’s
good at cricket and at wreaking havoc in our
lives, and I’m not sure about the first one!

Eat. Sleep. Technology. Rewind. This guy
kills it at coding and other nerd stuff. He’s our
Andre Russell of corridor cricket. His love for
technology is matched by his love for chicken.
Also, anti-kohli squad? Beware of this guy!!

Thirampuram Devishivaprasad

Ganji Naveen

If you see a skinny genius walking around the campus, it’s
this guy. We successfully counted 206 bones off his body.
He’s obsessed with staying one step ahead of the curve. He
completed a maths book before the classes even began, only
to later realise everything he did was wrong. Poor Devi!
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No matter what he says, Naveen’s a socialist.
He loves economics and stands up for what he
believes. His speciality? DAD JOKES! (We are
sorely missing those).

Kanakala Ram Charan Naidu

Avula Rahul

If you hear an evil cackling laughter across the
classroom, he’s the guy you are looking for.
Bind him in shackles and place him in front of
a goalpost, he will still stop the ball anyway.

The pioneer of corridor cricket in school ! This guy
holds the record for the maximum runs. (He should
be proud of that). Apart from that, he’s a full time
gossiper and basketball player. A party without
Rahul isn’t a party at all!

Korra Babla Naik

Annem Tanish Reddy

The Knight in Shining Armor, he’s artistic
and creative. His jokes are followed by
moments of silence, that’s our way to
indicate he needs some work.

The last captain of our house,
perhaps the best we could have got.

Nitta Nithin

Savaram Parthiv

When you have n things to do, he’s with
n+1 plans. So, beware, he’s in motion.

Time bends around him! since he is
always “passing” the time.

B Satya Rohith

Shiramdasu Abhiram

Loved by everyone. Why? Dimples on his
face. Just kidding. He’s a master orator,
intelligent leader and a model for many.
Need I say more?

Robinhood in flesh. Life long comrade and
center of attraction in gossips.

Udayagiri Varun

Bozzireddy Thirumaleswar Reddy

Koala bear in human form. Has a lover
named ‘science’. The experi’mental’
scientist.

He shares his name with a God but boy is he
notorious! God ensures that he keeps out of the
teacher’s radar and he rewards Him by getting good
marks and gobbling up humongous amounts of
Biryani with Guna. Such a good understanding!
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Tugging at my heartstrings
Meravath Ranga Naik

S Harsha Vardhan

Chillax, relax and smile is his life mantra.
A member of the BTS A.R.M.Y, he weighs
48 kg. So Ranga, here’s my message: An
extra bite will not hurt you, please have it!

Addicted to studies. Got a special recipe to
cook talks and make friends.

Athuluri Lohith Naidu

D Raja Sai Preetham

Our own Mr.Cool. We still remember him chilling out
at a time when all of us were frantically studying. An
awesome sense of humour is an icing on the cake.
The school will miss his tension-free mind!

Physics genius? Check. Unintentionally funny? Check. A friend
who made us laugh in awkward moments and who’s making us
nostalgic now rediscovering those moments again? Check. What
more can we say? Oh, wait. Has the walking style of an old man
and the looks of a child? Double check!

M Sandeep Kumar
This seemingly innocent guy joined us in class
9th. In the course of just 3 years, he became an
inseparable part of our lives. We will cherish his
unique (read WEIRD!) marching style for the days
to come.
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?

WHO AM I?
“We put on masks we believe will be more acceptable to the world than the truth of who we are. In doing so we sacrifice
the gift of self-acceptance.”
Jane Monica-Jones, The Billionaire Buddha

As a young child, you would perhaps never be haunted by the above question.One is so engrossed growing up and exploring the world that
seldom would anyone stop to do a self-appraisal. Now the question popped on top is not the usual philosophical or existentialist conundrum,
although ultimately it is all connected. So the little reader may for a while yet, withhold the logical urge to turn this page in a hurry. This piece is
about the manner in which we perceive ourselves, which is an exercise most of us indulge in, just short of a job interview or an SSB in the context
of Sainik Schools. It’s at that instant we recognize there are chinks in our personality which don’t auger too well for selection into the elite academy, we have been dreaming about
(whether there has been commensurate effort is a different matter). The discovery of one’s true identity is an event better late than never to happen. Hence forward, the cadets
need to guard themselves against putting on a charade, even as they “prepare a face to meet the faces that (they) meet” (TS Eliot).
But is it easy to hide the hideous? (maybe that is a strong word- sorry, couldn’t resist the alliteration; “imperfections” perhaps is more suited). Like roots penetrating a derelict
structure, there are traits and qualities of our persona which have over the formative years fossilized into our physiology. A few of these elements are not exactly what one would
be particularly proud of hearing about in say, a family tale, and yet these are not easy to shrug off in the restricted time at our disposal. Therefore there is a tendency or a feeble
attempt toward concealing our real self by faking virtues which are yet alien and masking vices which are wrapped around like second skin.
SSB, we are told, does not test our knowledge. There are experts who analyse our behavioural traits, especially in problem situations. Not unlike the Big Boss House, there is only
so much that the participants are able to disguise and not for too long (perhaps only in the initial exchange of pleasantries). Then the demeanour slips. There is a lot happening
which one has to cope with that it’s not easy keeping up the act. Truth, alas, will be out.
There is no denying that the preparation for SSB begins the day one joins Sainik School as a Class VI Cadet. This is the whole point of enrolling into a residential system like
Sainik Schools. The next seven years is the phase in which firstly the child who has likely arrived with a baggage of undesirable attributes - such as laziness, rudeness, deceit,
conceit etc needs to promptly discard them because these at best can only provide short term gains such as a safe exit or a cover over our limitations etc. We also need to be
fortunate to have a well-wisher (of a ‘no-mincer-of-words’ kind), who is not afraid of exposing our blind spot (remember the top right pane of Johari window- faults which we
are oblivious to but which are obvious to others). If you thought unlearning negative lessons is tough (old habits die hard), walking the thorny path indicated by your conscience
is going to be many times more complicated. Hard work, Honesty, Kindness, Composure etc are not only difficult acts to dig, but completely killing to keep up with. To be on
the track of truth, it’s not just the extra time and toil which are required, it also demands great sacrifice because you, with your passion to plough a lonely furrow are likely to fall
out of favour with your closest allies and associates. But gradually with passing years, not only will the things we practice, become our second nature, prodigal friends too will
realize their folly and return to your fold.
The West Point Cadet Prayer has this moving line, “Make us to choose the harder right instead of the easier wrong and never to be content with a half truth when the whole truth
can be won”. This is the high calling and price which leaders are willing to pay in pursuit of excellence. On the other hand, if the obsession with our image is not matched by an
equally strong intent and willingness to surrender a life of ease, we would fall prey to the all too tempting shortcuts in life, which in the long run instead of protecting our aura
would only taint our standing by exposing our weaknesses. The face ceases to fascinate, the moment it turns into a façade (oh no! don’t I need to work on my weakness too, for
the repetitive syllable!).

Gp Capt P Ravi Kumar
Inspecting Officer
Sainik Schools Society
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నా చిన్నిబుడుగు
నా చిన్నిబుడుగుI
మదిన్ మురుపు భాష
ఎదను చిలుకు భాష
మధువు తెలుగు భాష
నా చిన్నిబుడుగుI
ఎల్ల భాషలు పలుక
తల్్ల భాషను వొలుక
తల్లడిల్లదె నాలుక
నా చిన్నిబుడుగుI
అందమైన మన పల్్ల
అనురాగ సిరి చెల్్ల
ఆత్మీయతల ముల్్ల
నా చిన్నిబుడుగుI
పల్్లపల్్లన ప్రగతి
ప్రజ్వరిలు్లను జగతి
ప్రణమిలు్లను సుగతి
నా చిన్నిబుడుగుI
తలకు ఎక్కిన పొగరు
తనువు చిక్కిన వగరు
చెరుపు తెచ్చును సదరు
నా చిన్నిబుడుగుI
వారసత్వపు రాజులు
వచిచు దోచగ జేబులు
వంత చూచ్ను రోగులు
నా చిన్నిబుడుగుI
అంతరాజాలము వచ్చు
అనుమానములు రెచ్చు
ఆప్యాయతలు పుచ్చు
నా చిన్నిబుడుగుI
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ప్రేమ కథలే మండు
నేటి సిన్మా లందు
ఇచచు జనులేమందు
నా చిన్నిబుడుగుI

మందు వలన మతుతు
మంది వలన చితుతు
సంధి వలన పొతుతు
నా చిన్నిబుడుగుI

పరుల కస్టము చూసి
తన సహాయము చ్సి
సంతసించ్ న్వాసి
నా చిన్నిబుడుగుI

స్మీర్్ట ఫోన్్ల మీ కబురు్ల
గుండెల్్ల పెట్్టను బెదురు్ల
రాత్రుల్్ల వుండవు న్దరు్ల
నా చిన్నిబుడుగుI

చంచలత్వపు మనసు
వంచనాతమీను పిలుచ్
మదిన్ మల్లగ తొలచ్
నా చిన్నిబుడుగుI

మురారి గోవందరాజులు
లాబ్ అసిసిస్టంట్ (కెమిస్త్రీ)
సైన్క ప్ఠశాల కల్క్రి

నడత సరి లేకునని
నడక గురి లేకునని
బుడత బ్రతుకే సునని
నా చిన్నిబుడుగుI
ప్రాణి చంపెడి ప్రగతి
ప్రాణమొసగన్ సుగతి
మేలుకాదది అధోగతి
నా చిన్నిబుడుగుI
స్్వర్ధపూరిత తలపు
తనకు పెంచ్ను బలుపు
తుదకు తెంచ్ను గెలుపు
నా చిన్నిబుడుగుI
పేను కొరికెడి తల
జాణ పరిచెడి వల
న్దుర చ్రిపెడి కల
నా చిన్నిబుడుగుI

అమ్మే నాప్రాణం

సృష్్టక్ జీవం పోసింది .. అమమీ
ప్రేమకు ప్రతి రూపం.. అమమీ
ధైరాయాన్క్ చిరునామా .. అమమీ
ఆకల్న్ త్ర్చు అననిపూర్ణ .. అమమీ
జోలప్టకు ప్రతిబంబం .. అమమీ
అట్వంటి అమేమీ నాప్రాణం .. నా జీవతం !!
తన శరీరమును పంచి నాకు జనమీ న్చిచున దివయారూపం .. అమమీ
కనులు తెరిచిన మరుక్షణం కనపడే రూపం .. అమమీ
తన రకతుమును ప్లుగా మారిచు నా ప్రాణం న్ల్పింది .. అమమీ
నా మౌనమను సైతం అర్థము చ్సుకునేది .. అమమీ
తనను తాను తాయాగం చ్స్తు నా ఎదుగుదలను కోరుకునేది.. అమమీ
నా పెదవపై చిరునవు్వను తన గెలుపుగా భావంచి గరి్వంచ్ది .. అమమీ
నా ప్రాణాన్క్ తన ప్రాణాన్ని అడుడు వేయడాన్క్ వెనుకాడన్ది .. అమమీ
అట్వంటి అమేమీ నాప్రాణం .. నా జీవతం !!
యు. రితి్వక్
క్రమ సంఖయా : 621
8వ తరగతి
వభాగము – బ

కరోనా భూతం
సఖులతో ఏ భయం లేక ఆటలు
వహారాన్కేగినపుపుడు ఎకకిడంటే అకకిడ
డ చిరుతిళ్ళు
ఎపుపుడు పడితే అపుపుడు సినమాలు, ష్కారు్ల
హాయిగా స్గి పోయే మా జీవతాలు
కరోనా భూతంచ్ ఇంటికే పరిమితమయ్యాయి మా జీ
జీవతాలు
శార్వరి చీకటి మయం అవుతుందన్ అనుకోలేదు.
టి. సన్ని
క్రమ సంఖయా : 279
10వ తరగతి
వభాగము – సి

వాన .. వాన..
వానా.. వానా .. నువ్వంటే చినానిరులక్ష్టం
చినని చినని చినుకులల్ తడుస్తు ఎగరడాన్క్
వానా.. వానా.. నువ్వంటే రైతననిక్ ష్టం
తన కమతం నాగల్తో దుననిచచున్
వానా.. వానా.. నువ్వంటే ఎండిన చెట్లక్ష్టం
వేళళుతో న్టిన్ పీల్చు పచచుగా మారొచచున్
వానా.. వానా.. నువ్వంటే మినునిక్ ష్టం
తనల్ ఇంద్రధనుసుసి జన్సుతుందన్

వ. వశాల్
శాల్
క్రమ సంఖయా : 406
9వ తరగతి
వభాగము – సి
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మాకు నచ్చిన కథ

1992 వ సంవత్సరం…..
కొలిమిగండ్ల గ్రామం....

మండల రెవెన్యూ అధికారి కార్యూలయం (MRO
Office) ....
మధ్యూహ్న సమయం…

ఓ పది మీటర్ల దూరంలో..MRO Office ఎదురుగా ఓ
ఫారం చెట్టు ....prosopis juliflora ( కంప చెట్టు.
దీన్్న ఒక్కో ప్ంతంలో ఒక్కో విధంగా పిలుస్తారు) దాన్
కంద వున్న చిన్న అరుగలంటి బండమీద కూరుచున్
ఉన్్నడు, ఓ పదకొండు సంవత్సర్ల అబ్బాయి. ఆ
కంపచెట్టు తెరిపెలు తెరిపెలుగా వుంది. ఎక్కోవ నీడను

కూడా ఇవ్వలేకపోతంది. అది తప్ప ఇంక అకకోడ నీడ వున్న
ప్రదేశం ఏదీ లేదు. దాన్ క్ందనే తలదాచుక్వాలి, లేదంటే
ఎండలో మాడాలి. వేరే మార్ం లేదు.
ఆ అబ్బాయి ఆ చెట్టు కంద వున్న గజం ర్యి మీద కూర్చున్
MRO Office వైపు చూస్తా వున్్నడు.
ఏమైన్ పిలుపు వసతాందేమోనన్…

దాదాపు పదకొండున్నర – పన్నండు ప్ంతంలో వచ్చుడు
అకకోడిక.

అకకోడ కార్యూలయంలో వున్న అధికారిన్ అడిగితే “వేచి వుండు,
MRO (Mandal Revenue Officer) గారు వచిచున
తర్్వత నీ పన్ చూస్తారు” అన్ చెప్్పడు.
ఆ MRO ర్క క్సం...

ఆ కార్యూలయ అధికారి పిలుపు క్సం ...

చూస్తా అకకోడే పడిగాపులు కాస్తా కూరుచున్్నడు ఆ అబ్బాయి.

ఇంక్ పెదాదాయన వచిచు ఆ బండ మీద కూరుచుంటూ ఆ
అబ్బాయిన్ అడిగాడు,

“ఏం న్యన్! ఇకకోడ కూరుచున్్నవు? ఏం పన్ క్సం
వచ్చువు?”
“Caste Certificate క్సం వచ్చును పెదాదాయన”

“దాదాపుగా నల రోజుల పైనే అయింది అపి్లకేషన్ పెటిటు, ఈరోజు
ఇస్తామన్్నరు, అందుకే వచ్చును.”
“ఎవరు చెప్్పరు?”
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“మా ఊరి తలరి (Village Revenue Assistant)
చెప్్పడు.”

“ఒకకోడివే కనపడుతన్్నవ్? పెదదాలెవరూ ర్లేదా , నీతో
ప్ట్?”
“లేదు, పెదాదాయన. మా అమామాన్న్న పన్క వెళ్్లరు. నను్న వెళ్్ల
Certificate తెచుచుక్మన్్నరు”
“ఏం చదువుతన్్నవ్?”

“ఐదవ తరగతి చదువుతన్్నను. అది అయిపోవచిచుంది.
నవోదయ స్కోలుకో పరీక్ష వ్రాశాను. Select అయ్యూను. అన్్న
Certificates తీసక్న్ రమమాన్ letter వచిచుంది.”

Caste Certificate MRO Office లో ఇస్తారు కదా!
దాన్ క్సం చ్ల రోజులయియూంది apply చేసకొన్. ఇపు్పడు
ఇస్తారు వెళ్్ల తీసక్మన్ మావూరి తలరి చెప్్పడు, అందుకే
వచ్చును.
“న్న్న, న్క్ Caste Certificate మరియు ఇతర
Certificates అనీ్న originals తీసకొన్ రమమాన్్నరు,
నవోదయ స్కోలుక్.”
ఆరో తరగతి లో join అవా్వలంటే అన్్న certificates
తీసకొన్ వెళ్్లలంట!”

“సరే మరి, నేనైతే ర్లేను, నేను పన్క వెళ్ళాలి. ఇంతక్ మందు
photo తీసక్వడాన్క వెళ్ళా వ్ కదా! వారు వెళ్్లనపు్పడు వెళ్్ల
మరి.”
“వాళ్్ల select కాలేదంట, వాళ్ళా ఇపు్పడు Certificate
తీసక్వడాన్క ర్రు.”

“సరే మొన్ననే కదా! నువు్వ వాళ్లతో కలిసి కొలిమిగండ్ల వెళ్్ల
వచ్చువు, బస్సల రూట్ తెలుసకదా! ఒకకోడివి వెళ్్లర్లేవా”

“నువు్వ ర్లేకపోతే నేను వెళ్్ల వస్తాను. న్క్ చ్రీజీక డబ్బాలివు్వ
మరి.”

“ఎంత?”

“పేరుసోమల నుండి తిమమాన్యున్ పేటక్ రూప్యిన్నర
అకకోడి నుండి కొలిమిగండ్ల క్ రెండు రూప్యిలు... మొతతాం
మూడున్నర.
మూడున్నర ర్ను, మూడున్నర పోను మొతతాం ఏడు
రూప్యలు అవుతంది.”
“సరే, ఇదిగో! ఈ పది రూప్యలు తీసక్!”

మధ్యూహ్నం పూట అకకోడే కొలిమిగండ్లలో ఏదో ఒకటి
కొనుక్కోన్ తిను.”
అంటూ తీసి పది రూప్యలు చేతిలో పెట్టురు.

“డబ్బాలు జాగ్రతతా. అజాగ్రతతాగా వుండి
పోగొట్టుక్న్్నవంటే అంతే సంగతలు”

డబ్బాలు

పది రూప్యలు తీసకొన్ జాగ్రతతాగ, పొదుదానే్న వేసక్వాలి్సన
న్కకోర్ జేబ్లో పెట్టుకొన్ పడుక్న్్నను

మరుసటి రోజు పొదుదానే్న లేచి, తయ్రయియూ భంచేసి ఎన్మిది
కల్ల బయలు దేర్ను.
అంగీ (Shirt) న్కకోరు(half pant) వేసకొన్ పది
రూప్యల నోట్ను జాగ్రతతాగా పెట్టుకొన్, పేరుసోమల
దగ్ర వున్న బస్స ఆగే స్ధలంలో వచిచు న్లబడాడాను.

పేరుసోమల నుండి తిమమాన్యున్ పేట, అకకోడి నుండి
కొలిమిగండ్ల వచేచుసరిక జేబ్లో ఒక అయిదు రూప్యల
నోట్, ఒకటిన్నరూప్యల చిల్లర మిగిలింది. కండకటుర్
ఇచిచున డబ్బాలు అంగీ జేబ్లో పెట్టుకొన్, బస్స దిగి సర్సరి
MRO Office క వెళ్్ల అకకోడ వున్న Junior Assistant
ను కలిసి వచిచున పన్ చెప్పగానే MRO గారు బయటిక
వెళ్్లరు. వచిచున తరువాత కలువు అన్ చెప్పడంతొ, నేను
ఫారం (మళ్లకంప) చెట్టు కంద కూరుచున్ wait చేస్తా
వున్్నను.

అకకోడిక ఓ మాదిరిగా జన్లు వస్తా పోతూ వున్్నరు. MRO
Office ఎదురుగా ఒకాయన తెల్ల బటటులు వేసకొన్ క్రీచు మీద
కూర్చున్ వచిచుపోయే వారితో మాట్్లడుతూ వున్్నడు. కాలి
మీద కాలు వేసక్న్ దర్జీగా కూరుచున్్నడు క్రీచులో. వచిచున
వారు చేతలు కట్టుక్న్ న్లబడి మాట్్లడుతూ వున్్నరు
“ఏం కావాలి నీక్?”

“Certificate క్సం వచ్చును.”

“ఆ గదిలో clerk (Junior Assistant) వుంట్డు.
ఆయన్్నవెళ్్ల అడుగ.”

ఆయన చూపించిన వైపున వున్న రూమ్ దగ్రిక వెళ్్ల అకకోడ
వున్న వారిలో ఒకరితో అడిగాను – “సర్, న్క్ Caste
Certificate కావాలి apply చేసి చ్ల రోజులయింది. ఈ
రోజు వస్తా ఇస్తామన్ చెప్్పరు.
“ఏం పేరు?”

“గంధం చంద్రుడు”
“ఏ ఊరు”

డు”
“క్టప్డు”

“సరే, wait చెయియూ MRO గారు సంతకం చేయ్యూలి్స వుంది.
స్ర్ వచిచు సంతకం చేసిన తరువాత ఇస్తాం
“అలగే సర్.”

MRO గారు ఎపు్పడు వస్తారో తెలియదు. ఎపు్పడు వెళతారో
తెలియదు. ఒక వేళ నేను తినడాన్క బయటిక వెళ్తా, ఆయన
వచిచు వెళ్్లపోతే?
లేదు లేదు, నేనకకోడిక వెళ్లకూడదు. Certificate తీసకొన్
కావాలంటే అపు్పడు తింట్ను ఏమైన్...
పన్నండు…
ఒకటి…

రెండు…

మూడు…

న్లుగ గంటలు గడిచిపోయ్యి.

ఆ మల్లకంప చెట్టు కంద, అటూ ఇటూ తిరుగతూ
వచిచుపోయేవారిన్ గమన్స్తా.... వున్్నను. చెట్టు కంద వున్న
బండ కాలుతూ వుంది, ఎండక్ కాళ్్ల కాలుతూ వున్్నయి,
చెపు్పలు లేక.
అటూ ఇటూ తిరుగతూ ఎపు్పడు వస్తాడా అన్ ఎదురు
చూస్తా వున్్నను.
దాదాపు మూడున్నర ప్ంతంలో వచ్చురు MRO గారు.
సర్సరి ఆయన room లోక వెళ్్లపోయ్రు.

అప్పట్ వరక్ అకకోడ దర్జీగా తెల్ల బటటులు వేసకొన్,
కూరీచులో కాలు మీద కాలు వేసకొన్ కూరుచున్న వయూకతా*,
MRO గారు ర్గానే ఒకకో ఉదుట్న లేచి, క్రీచున్ పకకోక్
జరిపి, వంగి ఆయన నమస్కోరం పెటిటు, ఎకకోడలేన్ వినయం
ప్రదరి్శంచ్డు.
న్క్ అది చూసి ఆశచురయూం అన్పించింది. మళ్్ల clerk వున్న
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రూమ్ లోక వెళ్్ల ఆయనక్ గరుతా చేశాను. MRO గారు
వచ్చురు అన్. సరే, నేను తీసకొన్ వెళ్తాను files అన్్న,
నువు్వ wait చెయియూ అన్నట్్ల చూపించ్డు న్క్. మళ్్ల
పదిన్మిషాలు అటూ ఇటూ తిరిగి మళ్్ల దగ్రిక వెళ్్లను. ఈ
స్రి బిళ్ల బంట్రోత అడిగాడు.
“నీ పన్ కూడా అయిపోయిందిలే! ఏమన్్న తెచ్చువా?”
నను్న చూస్తా అన్్నడు బిళ్ల బంట్రోత.
న్క్ అర్ధం కాలేదు

“ఏమన్్న తెచ్చువా? అంటే చ్ల చూస్తావేం?”

“డబ్బాలున్్నయ్?”

లేవన్ కానీ,
వున్్నయనీ కానీ చెప్పక్ండా అల
వుండిపోయ్ను నేను.

నేను ఏమీ చెప్పక పోయేసరిక, ఆయన న్ file ను పకకోన
పెటిటు మిగతా Certificate/Files మీద ఎకకోడయితే
MRO గారు సంతకం చేశారో, దాన్ కంద అధికారిక
stamp వేస్తా, వచిచున వారిక వచిచునట్టు certificates
ఇస్తావున్్నడు. వారు ఆయనక్ ఏదో ఇసతాన్్నరు. చేతిలో
చెయియూ కలుపుతూ
ఒకొకోకకోరి నుండి ఒక్కో పద్ధతి…

ఒకరికేమో గోడ చ్ట్క్ వెళ్ళా ఏదో చేతిలో చెయియూ పెటిటు
తీసకొన్, వెంటనే certificate తెచిచు ఇసతాన్్నడు.
ఇంకొకరితో అల పది అడుగల దూరం నడిచి, మళ్్ల
లోపలిక వెళ్్ల వాళ్ల certificate/Documents వాళ్లక
ఇసతాన్్నడు.
మదయూమదయూలో న్ వైపు చూస్తా వున్్నడు.

ఇదంతా న్క్ అర్ధం కావడం లేదు. అందరికీ Certificate/
documents ఇస్తావున్్నడు. న్క్ మాత్ం ఇవ్వటే్లదు.
ఒకవైపు ఎండ...
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ఒకవైపు ఆకలి...

బంట్రోతేమో certficate ఇవ్వడం లేదు.

వుండబటటులేక మళ్్ల అడిగాను, “ న్ certificate ఇవ్వండి.”
“సరే, ఇట్ ర్”
దగ్రిక వెళ్్లను.

న్ చొకాకో జేబ్లో చెయియూ పెట్టుడు. అందులో అయిదు
రూప్యిల నోట్ చిల్లర ఆయన చేతిక చికాకోయి.
నేను వెనకకో జరగబోయ్ను, చేతిన్ అడుడా పెటటుబోయ్ను.

కానీ రెండూ జరగలేదు. అంత వేగంగా జేబ్లో చెయియూ
పెటటుడం, డబ్బాలు తీసక్వడం క్షణాలో్ల జరిగిపోయ్యి.

ఆవిడంటే న్క్ చ్ల ఇషటుం. తను కూడా చిన్న అలు్లడినైన
నను్న చ్ల మరిపెంగా చూసక్ంట్ంది. బెలుం క్
బస్సలో వెళ్్లలన్్న రూప్యిన్నర కావాలి. అది కూడా
లేక్ండా తీసక్న్్నడు ఆ బిళ్ల బంట్రోత. ఇంక ఎక్కోవస్పు
ఆలోచించలేదు. వేగంగా నడుచుక్ంటూ వెళ్తా ఒక గంట గంటన్నర లో బెలుం చేరుక్వచుచు.

అనుక్న్నదే తడవుగా, కాళ్లక పన్ చెప్్పను. కడుపు ఆకలితో
నక నక లడుతూవుంది. ఎండక్ దుమమా, ధూళ్ కొట్టుక్
పోయి ఉన్్నను. Certificate ను జాగ్రతతాగా ఒక పేపర్ లో
చుటిటు రండుగా చేసి జేబ్లో పెట్టుక్న్్నను.

లోపలిక వెళ్్ల certificate బయటిక తెచిచు, అకకోడ వున్న
stool మీద దాన్్న వుంచి న్ ఎదురుగానే దాన్ మీద MRO
గారి designation stamp, office stamp (Round
stamp) వేసి…

కొలిమిగండ్ల నుండి బెలుంక్ సింగల్ రోడుడా. ఎపు్పడూ
ప్డయిపోయి గతక్లు గతక్లుగా ఉంట్ంది. ఆ
దారిలో న్పర్ళ్ల గనులు చ్ల వున్్నయి. అందులో
పన్ చేస్వారు మూడు న్లుగ లోపు పనులు మగించి
ఇళ్లక్ వెళ్తారు. ఐదు వరక్ ఎవ్వరూ ఉండరు. అంతా
న్ర్మానుషయూంగా ఉంట్ంది.

న్క్ certificate ఇచిచునందుక్ సంతోషం కంటే, జేబ్లో
నుండి ఉన్న డబ్బా మొతతాం లక్కోనందుక్ ఎక్కోవ బ్ధ
కలిగింది. కొదిదా స్పు ఆగాను, ఆయన ఏమన్్న కన్కరించి న్
డబ్బాలు న్క్ తిరిగి ఇస్తాడేమోనన్. ఆయనక్ అట్వుంటి
ధ్యూస్ లేదు. ఆయన మిగతా certificates క్ stamp
వెయయూడం, వాటిక్సం వారితో పకకోక్ వెళ్లడం, వారితో
చెయియూ కలపడంలో busy గా ఉన్్నడు.

- పరుగ - నడక -

“ఇదిగో నీ certificate తీసక్.”

అప్పటిక దాదాపు అయిదున్నర కావసతాంది టం.

ఏం చెయ్యూలో కొదిదా స్పు ప్లుపోలేదు న్క్. కొదిదా స్పటిక
మా అతతాగారి ఊరు - బెలుం - గరుతాక్వచిచుంది. అది
కొలిమిగండ్ల నుంచి ఆరు కలోమీటర్ల దూరంలో ఉంట్ంది.

చిన్న సబబామమా- మా మేనతతా, బెలుం లో ఉంట్రు.

రోడుడా మీద ఒకకోడినే నడవడం మొదలు పెట్టును,
భయపడుక్ంటూనే.
చిన్న అడుగలు ఎంతగా
వెయ్యూలనుక్న్న ఎక్కోవ దూరం పడవు. వేగంగా వెళ్లడం
ఒకకోటే మార్ం. ఇక లభం లేదనుక్న్ పరిగెతతాడం మొదలు
పెట్టును . ఆయ్సం వచేచుంత వరక్ పరిగెతతాడం, ఆయ్సం
తగే్ంత వరక్ నడివడం తర్్వత మళ్్ల పరిగెతతాడం - మళ్్ల
నడవడం
ఇల స్గింది న్ ప్రయ్ణం. కొదిదా కొదిదాగా స్రయూకాంతి
తగ్తూ ఉంది.
ఆ పెదదా కొండల వలన స్రుయూడు
పూరితాగా కన్పించక్ండా అయిపోయ్డు.
దాదాపు
చీకటిపడిపోయింది.

భయం భయంగా, వేగంగా వెళ్్లలన్న ఆతృతతో ర్పూ్పతూ
certificate ను, గండెను అరచేతిలో పెట్టుక్న్ వెళ్్లను.

దాదాపు పూరితాగా చీకటిపడుతన్న సమయ్న్క ఆరున్నర
ప్ంతంలో బెలుం లో ఉన్న మా అతతాగారింటిక చేరిపోయ్ను.
బయట నవారు మంచం మీద మా మామ కూరుచున్ వున్్నడు.
ఆయన ఎవరితోనో మాట్్లడుతన్్నడు. నను్న గమన్ంచలేదు.
న్క్ ఆగి ఆయన్్న పలకరించే పరిసి్ధతి లేదు. సర్సరి
ఇంటిలోపలిక వెళ్్లను.
ఇంటి లోపలిక అడుగ పెటేటుటపు్పడు గమన్ంచింది మా అతతా.
“ఏం న్యన్! బ్గన్్నవా?”

“ఈ టమలో వచ్చురేమి?” పెదదా వాళ్లతో కలిసి వచ్చుననుక్న్
ఇంకా బయటక చూస్తా వుంది.
మిగతా వారు ఎకకోడా అన్నట్టు. ఎవరూ వెనక లేకపోయెసరిక
అపు్పడు అడిగింది - “ఒకకోడివే వచ్చువా?”
“అవును, ఒకకోడినే వచ్చును”

కాళ్లంతా దుమమా పటిటుపోయి వున్్నయి. మాటలు ర్వడం
లేదు. నోరు ఎండిపోయి ఉంది. నీళ్్ల ఇవ్వమన్నట్టు సైగ
చేస్ను. స్రి - మా అతతా కొడుక్ - న్కంటే నల రోజులు
చిన్నవాడు - వెంటనే నీళ్్ల తెచిచు ఇచ్చుడు. గబగబ్ నీళ్్ల తాగి
మంచం మీద కూరుచున్్నను, కాళ్్ల నొపి్ప పెడుతంటే.
“తిన్్నవా?”
“లేదు”

“ఎల వచ్చువు?”

“కొలిమిగండ్ల నుంచి నడుచుక్ంటూ...”

అపు్పడు అర్ధం అయియూంది మా అతతాక్ ఏదో పొరప్ట్ జరిగింది
అన్. వచిచు పకకోన కూరిచుంది. తల మీద చెయియూ వేసి న్మరుతూ
అడిగింది - ఏం జరిగిందన్ - మొతతాం జరిగిందంతా చెప్్పను.
కళ్లలో నీళ్్ల తిరుగతండగా.
గటిటుగా హతతాక్న్ మంచం మీద నుంచి లేచి వంట గదిలోక వెళ్్ల
పళ్లం లో అన్నం, పపు్ప పెట్టుక్న్ వచిచు - తినమన్ ఇచిచుంది.

న్ పకకోనే పడుక్న్ ర్త్రి కాళ్్ల పిసక్తూ పడుక్ంది. వాళ్లను
శాపన్ర్్ధలు పెడుతూ.
పొదుదానే లేచి అతతా తో డబ్బాలిపి్పంచుక్న్ క్టప్డుక్
బయలుదేర్ను.
వచిచున తర్్వత మందు రోజు ర్త్రి మా ఇంట్్ల జరిగిన
విషయం తెలిసింది.

“చినో్నడు వచ్చుడా?” పన్మగించుక్న్ తిరిగి వచిచు, కాళ్్ల
కడుక్కోంటూ అడిగాడు న్న్న, అమమాన్. అప్పటిక దాదాపు
ఏడు గంటలు అవుతంది. ఇంకా ర్లేదా? సరే నేను bus
stop దగ్రిక వెళ్్ల తీసక్న్ వస్తాను అన్, అమమా - భజనం తిన్
వెళ్్ల అన్ అంటూ వున్్న వినక్ండా గబగబ్ వెళ్్లపోయ్డు.

పొదుదాను్నంచి స్యంత్ం వరక్ పన్ చేసి బ్గా అలసి పోయి
ఉన్్నడు. కాళ్్ల, చేతలు కడుక్కోన్, భుజం మీద towel
వేసక్న్ bus stop క వెళ్్లడు.

పేరుసోమలలో తిమమాన్యున్ పేట నుండి క్వెలక్ంట్ల వళ్్ల
బస్సలో ర్వాలి అబ్బాయి. చివరి బస్స దాదాపు ర్త్రి ఏడున్నర
- ఎన్మిది మదయూ వసతాంది. దారిలో వేరేవాళ్్ల ఎదురైతే వాళ్లను
అడిగాడు - మా చిన్నబ్బాయిన్ ఏమన్్న చూస్ర్ అన్.
చివరి బస్స ఎన్మిది గంటలక్ వచిచుంది. అందులో క్టప్డు
వాళ్్ల ఒకరిదదారు దిగారు - నేను కనపడలేదు. దిగిన వారిన్
ఆత్ంగా అడిగాడు - మా చిన్నబ్బాయిన్ ఎకకోడైన్ చూస్ర్?
అన్. అందరి నుండి లేదు/చూడలేదు అన్న సమాధ్నమే
వచిచుంది.
bus stop లో దాదాపు ఒక గంట స్పు - అంటే తొమిమాది వరక్
వేచిచూసి, ఏం చెయ్యూలో దిక్కోతోచలేదు ఆయనక్, న్న్నక్
భయం పట్టుక్ంది. ఏమన్్న అయియూందా అబ్బాయిక. లేదా పన్
జరగక అకకోడే ఆగిపోయ్డా? ఎవరైన్ ఏమైన్ చేశార్? ఏం
చెయ్యూలో ప్లుపోక బ్ధపడుక్ంటూ తిరిగి ఇంటిక వచ్చుడు.
ఆ కాలంలో ఫోన్ లు లేవు - atleast మా గ్రామంలో ఎవరికీ

landline కూడా లేదు.

ఏమైపోయ్డు, ఎలవున్్నడు తెలుసక్నే మార్మే
లేదు. పోనీ కొలిమిగండ్ల క వెళ్దామంటే బస్సలు లేవు ఆ
టమలో... ఇతర వాహన్లు అద్దాక్ తీసకొన్ వెళ్లడాన్క
కూడా దొరకవు. దొరికన్ వాటిన్ అద్దాక్ తీసక్నేంత
సోథోమత లేదు.

ఇంటిక వచీచు ర్గానే అమమా భయంగానే అడిగింది ఎకకోడ పిలో్లడు అన్. ర్లేదు అన్ చెప్పగానే ఒకటే ఏడుపు.

న్న్న లోలోపల ఏడుసతాన్్నడు. అమమా బయటక ఏడుస్తా
ఉంది గటిటుగా. వండిన భజనం అలనే ఉంది. న్న్న
బస్టుండుక్ వెళ్్లడు కదా - పిలో్లడిన్ తీసక్ వస్తాడు
కదా - అపు్పడు అందరం కలిసి తిందాం అన్ అమమా
కూడా తినలేదు. న్న్న ఒకకోడే తిరిగి వచేచుసరిక ఇదదారికీ
తిన్లన్పంచలేదు.
ర్త్ంతా ఒకటే ఏడుపులు.... మధయూమధయూలో న్న్న ధైరయూం
చెపుతాన్్నడు అమమాక్ – “ఆ! ఏమి అయియూంట్ది. పన్
అయియూండదు. అకకోడే ఉంట్డు. పొదుదానే్నవచేచుస్తాడులే.”
అన్్న దేవతలను వేడుక్ంది అమమా మనసలో - వాళ్లతో
వీళ్లతో మాట్్లడాడు న్న్న - ఏం చేదాదాం ఇపు్పడు అన్.
ఉదయం ఒకటి రెండు బస్సలు వచేచువరక్ వేచి చూడడం
తప్ప మార్మ లేదన్ చెప్్పరు వాళ్ళా.
గండెను అరచేతిలో పట్టుక్న్ ర్త్ంతా ఏడుస్తా,
మేలుక్న్ ఉన్్నరు. అమమా, న్న్న - ఇదదారూ మరుసటి
రోజు మధ్యూహ్నం నేను వచిచున తర్్వత కానీ భజనం
చెయయూలేదు.
అల మగిసింది న్ certificate కథ.
స్కరణ కరతాలు

మహమ్మేద్ అస్లామ్, తెలుగ ఉప్ధ్యూయులు
తూపల్లా చిరంజీవి, తెలుగ ఉప్ధ్యూయులు
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నా తెలుగు భాష

ఆది కవ నననియ మధుర పలుకుల భాష నాతెలుగు భాష
కవ బ్రహమీ తికకినని ఔచితయా భాష నాతెలుగు భాష
ఎఱ్ఱనని స్క్తు వైచిత్రి భాష నాతెలుగు భాష
శ్రీ నాథుడు సీస పద్యాలు భాష నాతెలుగు భాష
రాయల కాలాన్ని ఏల్నభాష నాతెలుగుభాష
అననిమయయా పదకవత భావలాల్తయా భాష నాతెలుగుభాష
క్షేత్రయయా మువ్వ గోప్ల పద్ల భాష నాతెలుగు భాష
తాయాగరాజు కీరతునల భాష నాతెలుగుభాష
వేమన న్ట ఆటవెలదిల తోట నాతెలుగుభాష
శ్రీ శ్రీ వప్లవ స్హితయా భాష నాతెలుగుభాష
నవయుగ కవ చక్రవరితు జాషువా భాష నాతెలుగుభాష
మేటి కవులు మచ్చుకొనని భాష నాతెలుగుభాష
చిలక పలుకుల భాష నాతెలుగుభాష
కోక్లమమీ త్యన్ ప్ట నాతెలుగుభాష
జాబలమమీ చల్లదనం నాతెలుగుభాష
న్తయా ప్లవెల్్ల నాతెలుగుభాష
మంద్ర మకరంద భాష నాతెలుగుభాష
తియయాన తేనెల్లుక భాష నాతెలుగుభాష
జల జల ప్ర్ సలయేరు సవయాడి నాతెలుగుభాష
అమమీ ప్రేమ లాంటి స్వచచుమైనది నాతెలుగుభాష
మనసుసి దోచ్ సుభాష్త రతానిలల్న్ భాష నాతెలుగుభాష
తెలుగువారి న్ట వేమన పద్యాల బాట నాతెలుగుభాష
అజంతా భాష నాతెలుగుభాష
అమృతాన్ని ఒల్క్ంచ్ భాష నాతెలుగుభాష

తూపల్్ల చిరంజీవ

తెలుగు ఉప్ధ్యాయులు
సైన్క ప్ఠశాల , కల్క్రి .
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SOLDIERS
Soldiers are very powerful and influential
They are brave and bold to accept and fight with any
difficult situation
They defeat anyone if any threat is coming to their
motherland
They are courageous and highly motivated to serve
the Motherland
They are victorious in every deed they do
They help the poor, and serve everyone in times of
emergency
These soldiers are the Indian soldiers
I am proud to say that my soldiers are GREAT!
GREAT! GREAT!
Cdt Bale Jayanth Srinivas
Roll No: 601
Class: VIII A
House: Tungabhadra
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My Life as an Army Brat
Army Brat;

Basically Brat means born, raised and transferred (i.e. an Army Brat)
Obviously u people have heard of the term “Army Brat”...basically it means kids who have been raised by a parent in the Army, Navy or even Air Force. Yes, I’m an Army Brat,
I have lived in a cantonment since I was around 2. I had been going to numerous Army Schools till I was in class 4th after which I started going to ICSE schools. I’ve made
many friends with whom I’m still in contact with and I also happen to know a few people who have taken part in militant attacks; for eg my dad. He has killed 2 militants and
has also been shot. He has a rod instead of a femur in his right thigh. He got a hip replacement but he is stilll doing very well in the Army.
I’ve never lived at a place for more than three years which is why I didn’t have such a hard time making friends. All of the transferring made me much more of a people person
and allowed me to socialize with a lot of people. However, its pretty hard to let go of best friends that I had made in so many places. When I was in Amritsar, I had made a
friend and over the years we got really close and became best friends. It was hard for both of us when we left the station.
Our upbringing by military parents made us very different from other kids. I don’t really belong to any one place. Whenever I’ve been asked by civilian friends, “Where are
you from?” my answer usually is a lil’ bit of hesitation and, “Uhhh, everywhere?”. It’s obvious that wherever we go, we have to learn the key language of the state. Till now,
I’ve learnt Punjabi, Marathi, Bengali, French and a few more. It’s quite unique being a multilingual in the class.
We are not brought up like cadets at home. Our lives are quite normal at home. However, a certain type of discipline is enriched at home. Dinner parties, dining ins and outs
are quite normal to me. So that’s basically an advantage going to a party once in every week or month. Riding on an ALS and going to school was quite normal to me. On the
contrary, my mum always used to take me to her ladies meet on a gypsy with her and some other aunties for helping around with decorations. Life wasn’t always homework.
As for me, I eagerly waited for my father to announce for a party soon so that I would have an excuse for not doing my homework. Playing ghost and the graveyard and other
haunted games in the dark golf course with my friends in the party was obviously the better priority for me than doing my homework!
I’m extremely adaptable to the places we go. Till now, I’ve been to extreme hot and cold, to pouring rains all the
time, which has been quite fun. Home is wherever the government tells us to live. Packing and unpacking is
both exhausting and fun to me. Although, I’m quite a good organizer by watching my parents pack and unpack
our things for like what, a million times? Just kidding.
Having a first good impression among the uncles and aunties was the key to literally everything. Whether its
morning or evening, I gotta wish every aunty and uncle to look like a gentle girl, having good manners and
all of the other etiquette. Life as an Army Brat has taught me to deal with conflicts, separations, postings and
in some cases even death. My life is pretty complicated. It has so many pros and cons but I don’t think I’ll ever
trade my life with anyone else even for an hour because that’s what makes it so perfect.
Cdt Akshadha Mahapatro
Roll. No: 681
Class: IX A
Penna House
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GIRL CHILD
EDUCATION
COVID-19
The coronavirus is a large family of viruses known to cause illnesses ranging
from the common cold to acute respiratory tract infection. On December
31, 2019 mysterious pneumonia was detected in the city of Wuhan in China’s
Hubei Province. On January 7, 2020, the causative agent was identified a new
coronavirus and the disease was later named COVID-19 by WHO. The Virus
spread extensively in the Wuhan region of China and has gained entry to over
210 countries and territories. The main route of human-to-human transmission
by droplets, which are generated during coughing, talking and sneezing and are
then inhaled by a healthy individual. The virus incubation time of 2-14 days. India
reported the first conformed case of the coronavirus infection on 30 January 2020
in the state of Kerala. The affected had a travel history from Wuhan, China. Indian
Prime Minister Narendra Modi requested all citizens conserve a nation-wide
curfew or Janata curfew on 22 March from 7am to 9pm. The nation-wide lockdown announced on 25th Mar to May 31.
PREVENTION: The WHO recommended that simple personal hygiene practices
can be sufficient for the prevention of spread and containment of the disease in
addition to the individual’s immunity.
VACCINATION:
India began its vaccination
programme on
16 January 2021.
Each vaccination centre
will offer either
Covishield or Covaxin.
Cdt E Prajwal
Roll. No: 735
Class VI
Penna House
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In India some people don’t allow girls to study more than boys because
society thought that girls don’t need to study because girls need to get
married at an age of (15-16) and do household works and boys need
to do job to run the whole house. Not only India there are some other
countries that don’t allow girls to study like Cambodia, Pakistan, Nepal
and Afghanistan etc. And in those countries that do allow the girls to study
is very developed like Canada, Norway, South Korea, Japan and Sweden
etc. Because if all the children study, they have a better future and benefits
to the country to be developed. Girls also need to fulfill their dreams like
boys do. Girls who receive education earn higher incomes, participate in
the decisions that most affect them and build a better future for themselves
and their families. The gender identity doesn’t matter the education and
strength matters. everyone has their own dreams and has a duty to complete
that. As Everyone Knows “Don’t Judge A Book By Its Cover”
JAI HIND
Cdt M Yuvika
Roll. No:
Class: VI
Penna House

MOTHER’S SACRIFICE
Ram’s mom only had one eye. He hated her… she was such an embarrassment. She ran a small shop at a flea market. She collected little weeds
and such to sell… anything for the money they needed.
He wished that his mom would just disappear from this world so he said to his mom, “Mom, why don’t you have the other eye?! You’re only
going to make me a laughingstock. Why don’t you just die?” His mom did not respond. He guessed he felt a little bad, but at the same time, it
felt good to think that he had said what he’d wanted to say all that time.
That night… he woke up, and went to the kitchen to get a glass of water. His mom was crying there, so quietly, as if she was afraid that she
might wake him. He took a look at her, and then turned away. Because of the thing he had said to her earlier, there was something pinching at
him in the corner of his heart. Even so, he hated my mother who was crying out of her one eye.
Then he studied really hard. He left his mother and came to Seoul and studied, and got accepted in the Seoul University with all the confidence
he had. Now he is living happily as a successful man. He likes it there because it’s a place that doesn’t remind him of my mom.
This happiness was getting bigger and bigger, when someone unexpected came to see him “What?! Who’s this?!” It was my mother… Still with
her one eye. It felt as if the whole sky was falling apart on him.
And he asked her, “Who are you? I don’t know you!!” Get out of here now!!” And to this, his mother quietly answered, “oh, I’m so sorry. I may
have gotten the wrong address,” and she disappeared. He was quite relieved.
One day, a letter regarding a school reunion came to his house. He lied to his wife saying that he was going on a business trip. After the
reunion, he went down to the old shack just out of curiosity there, he found his mother fallen on the cold ground. But he did not shed a single
tear. She had a piece of paper in her hand…. it was a letter to him.
She wrote:
My son,
I think my life has been long enough now. And… I won’t visit Seoul anymore… but would it be too much to ask if I wanted you to come visit
me once in a while?
You see, when you were very little, you got into an accident, and lost your eye. As a mother, I couldn’t stand
watching you having to grow up with only one eye… so I gave you mine… I was so proud of my son that was
seeing a whole new world for me, in my place, with that eye. I was never upset at you for anything you did. I
miss you so much. I love you. You mean the world to me.
His World Shattered. He hated the person who only lived for him. He cried for My Mother, I didn’t know of
any way that will make up for my worst deeds…
Moral: Never Ever hate anyone for their disabilities. Never disrespect your parents, don’t ignore and under
estimate their sacrifices. They give us life, they raise us better than they had been, and they give and keep
trying to give better than they ever
had. Parents give up all for kids; forgive all mistakes made by kids.
There is no way to repay what they done for kids, all we can do is try giving what they need and it is just time,
love and respect.
Cdt Chinthaparthy Reddy Geetheswar
Roll. No:
Class: VIII B
Kirshna House
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THE STORY OF SHANTHAPPA
The Kauravas had signed up for war, blood and gore; not for long waiting periods and frustration. But they were on the receiving end
of the latter as Krishna was engaged in another one of his long sermons. Arjuna, as usual, was troubled and confused and had a lot
of questions left to be answered. As the Kauravas stood beside, swatting flies and cracking jokes, Arjuna’s mind was chaotic when he
posed a question to Krishna. “O Lord of the three eternal worlds, how do I go on about my duty in times of death, chaos and disaster?”
Krishna replied thus, “O Partha! Allow me to narrate the story of an ordinary man who transformed into the extraordinary through
an act of kindness”.
Once there lived a man whose duty was to maintain law and order in the society. He was appreciated by all for his fantabulous work of
protecting and safeguarding the rights of the weaker sections. But an issue bugged him always that was pathetic condition of children
who lived in the slums of Nagarbhavi, Bangalore. The children of migrant workers used to roam around aimlessly being chased by
stray dogs. Instead of going to schools and equipping themselves with skills, these children roamed everywhere on the roads. This
pathetic scene turned into a sight of children sitting on mats with earnest looks in their eyes, as if they were waiting for someone. That
someone was Sub-Inspector Shanthappa Jademmanavar. Hello sir, they yell in unison, as SI Shantappa got down from his vehicle.
It is difficult to hold a gun, let alone a chalk in the other hand. Shantappa knew that this lockdown was going to be challenging. But
the sight of children wandering on roads tugged at his heart. These children didn’t have any mobiles or gadgets to attend their online
classes; something which their privileged friends did.
So he took it upon himself to ensure that these children of migrant workers receive education. Every day, after his shift gets over, he
comes over to the slum, makes the children sit in the open space and teaches them various subjects. He teaches them Vedic maths
and basic sciences and also about our freedom fighters. But what distinguishes him from the crowd is the fact that he lays a strong
emphasis on moral values. He teaches the kids about basic human values like sympathy.
The news of a SI doing a double duty as a teacher spread like wildfire on social media. People poured out their support for the
man through their poignant tweets. But help was extended beyond tweets. After social media entered the scene, people have been
donating bags, books, and solar lights for night classes, mats and many more. Some have also volunteered to take up the job in case
Mr.Shantappa is busy.
The policeman found it extremely gratifying to see hordes of people behind him. But at the end of the day, he still remains a humble
police officer. What keeps him motivating every day is neither money nor power, his reward was quite different - a smile on their
faces, that’s his remuneration!
People in the region say that among the cries of “Hello, sir!” as the man starts his classes, you can also hear some kids calling him
“Anna” and others calling him “Bhayya”. Perhaps the kids will never agree on a common word to call him. They say that he’s a gift from
the Creator to those underprivileged kids: a Godsend perhaps!
Ending the story thus, Krishna spoke to Arjuna, “O Falguna, be aware of the fact that you are here to perform your duty. Your duty at
this moment is to vanquish your foes and announce the victory of Dharma over evil.” Arjuna nodded in silence after hearing Krishna
speak. With a twang of the bow, he started the Kurukshetra.
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Cdt Gumma Vasanth Varahala
Roll. No:
Class XII
Thungabadra House

RAY OF
SUNSHINE
Her life was perfect. She had everything she wanted – a loving family; her parents supported her on every walk of life, a loving
big brother and a puppy called Sadie; considered as her own sister and stress reliever in difficult times. Alex was 16, went to high
school, got perfect grades; also had a brilliant peer group. She was flawless in cello, which she considered has her passion. She
wanted to enhance her career as a professional cello player when she grew up. She worked hard to pursue her dreams. She had
it all. Until that one day, her life took a horrible turn. She started coughing faintly. She didn’t take it as a big deal and mistook it
for a mild fever which would fade away sooner or later. Day by day, her coughing grew more and more. It reached a point where
she had lost the ability to breathe. While in class, she clenched her fists around her throat and choked,” I….I’m not…able to
breathe”. She blacked out.
When she woke up, she saw herself in a hospital. She could see a saline pierced into her stomach; an IV pole stood next to her.
She was surrounded by her family and a nurse who was checking her vitals. She looked confused and faintly whispered,” What’s
happening? Why are we in a hospital?” Just then, the doctor came in. He had a worried look on his face when he spilled the
bad news to them. He said,” Alex has cystic fibrosis, a rare lung infection which would limit her ability to breathe due to the
accumulation of mucus in her lungs; she had limited days to live unless she got a lung donation from the authorities”. Hearing
this, they were devastated. Alex’ life had taken a horrible different path in just a matter of a few days.
The days went by, Alex moved into the hospital under the care of the doctors. She frequently took her meds everyday and also got
frequent visits by her family and friends. She didn’t let negativity enter her life and left no stone unturned during her treatment.
During her time in the hospital, she made many friends: attended therapy with them every day. Ignoring their illnesses, they had
a lot of fun in the hospital from making music videos to pranking nurses.
After what seemed like a year, Alex was recovering. But the only thing that could save her was new lungs. She was also gonna
turn 17 the coming week. Little did she know that all of her friends were planning a surprise birthday bash to spill the good news
on her? Days went by, and it was finally her birthday. She woke up, got dressed and headed home. When she entered her house,
someone blew confetti and everyone yelled, “SURPRISE!!!” Everyone was there-her friends, her parents, Sadie, the nurses
and even the doctor. She went ahead to cut her cake. Everyone started singing and they all had a lot of fun. But then, the doctor
stood up and said,” Alex, we have a good news for you, the donor for you is ready and you’re getting new lungs! We will prepare
for your surgery tomorrow”. Hearing this, Alex burst into tears. Everyone hugged and congratulated her for being brave the past
year.
Next day, she was both happy and nervous. While she was going for surgery, her family and friends told her to be brave and
wished her luck. Now, Alex is 18 years old. She’s bright and healthy and enhances her career as a cello player.
There is always a ray of sunshine in even the darkest of caves; you just need to work hard to find it, just like Alex did. She never
lost hope and didn’t let negativity enter her life.
Cdt Akshadha Mahapatro
Roll. No: 681
Class: IX A
Penna House
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We Nurture Future Leaders
Do you have it in you ?

SAINIK SCHOOL KALIKIRI
Kalikiri, Chittoor District - 517 234., A.P.
Tel : 0877 - 2500270
email: sainik.kalikiri@gmail.com
www.sskal.ac.in

